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IIV CAINADA

HISTORICAL SUMMARY

The horse is a mammiferous animal belonging
to the family Solipeda. " The horse," writes Gayot,
" has been and will remain a potent factor of civiliz-

ation. Man's indebtedness to this animal gives
him an exalted rank in the animal hierarchy and
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in the scale of iiBefulnoas. Witliont the hor.^os'

liclp how many tuulortakiii^rt could »iot [tossihly

have been carried out.

Writers do not ai^ree as to the early history of

the liorse, nor as to tlie luitioiis who lirst conqnered

and utilized him, or as to tlu- ditlerent successive

epoclis ot Ids adoj)tion as an auxiliary by tlie divers

nations of antiquity. The most erroneous o{)inion8

are expressed every day on this subject. We can

u:ivo space here to only the briefest summary of tlic

information furinslied by science of the horse's early

liistory.

In preliistorical times, there already existed

several natural breeds of liorses liviiii^ in abs(duto

liberty. raleontoloii:;ists are continually finding

traces of tlie early existence of the horse, and this

in America as well as in Europe. Fossil remains

are not scarce and seem to belonij to various races

of horses, to a variety of hreeds, perhaps, which con-

sequently were already inhabitinsc the old con-

tinent at the periods when the stratas in which

their remains were found, have been formed. It is

also known that horses were to be found in Europe

when man made his appearance ; it is even demon-

strated that in that portion of the world, the horse

was a contemporary of the human beings of the

tertiary period.

Before his domestication in Europe, the horse

had for a long time been hunted, killed and used
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as food by man, exactly m U now «lono with our
deer.

Europe is, beyond doubt, thanks to pron-ressive
science, in a better condition to furni.sb .hita as to
the origin of species

; ])ut if it is .lesired to rocon-
struct the early history of the horse after domes-
tication, It becomes necessary to -lean irif,)rmation
among the nations of the East.

The notions furnished ],y history demonstrate
the following facts :_TIh. Aryans, the Indus ances-
tors, nave conquered and utilised a race of horses
indigenous to Central Asia, and this, long anteriorly

.

to tlie Christian Era. Under tlie rule or Yao about
the year 2,850 before Christ, horses were numerous
in China.

The hippologists who believed the Arabian
horse to be the most primitive, and a native of
Arabia, were erring, for it is known that liorses
were brought to that portion of Asia only a lone,
time atter their domestication on the high lands ol"
Central Asia. These are beautiful horses comin.^
from Persia and Trak, all of which are descendant^
of horses from Central Asia, or at least very much
impregnated with their blood, and which have furn-
ished the admirable race of Arabian horses which
steadily acquire.! all possible perfection under the
protecting influences of Mahomet's precepts, an<l
whic'hhas sent to all parts of the world its solid
and brilliant qualities. I shall refer to them in a
special chapter.
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As to the race of "Western Europe, we can

safely admit that they also have a distinct and pri-

mitive origin, and the bcLt proof is found in the

anatomical differences with regard to the number
of vertebrae and ribs, etc., etc., found by Lauzon

to exist between the Eastern and Western horses.

The origin of the horses of North Africa is

anterior to that of the Arabian horse; as, already

during the quaternary pciod that country contained

a race of wild horses characterized by the remark-

able slenderness of their limbs, an indication of

great speed.

In America, there exist inconstable jialeonto-

logical traces of the early existence of horses, but

their doracjtication is subgequent to the arrival of

Europeans.

In the wild state, horses are much coarser than

the domesticated ones, their heads are much larger,

their ears long and the bony eminences are more

prominent. They are generally found in herds,

headed by a stallion who, as a spirited leader, is

the first to face danger.

In certain portions of Asia, in North and South

America and in Africa, numerous herds of wild

horses are still to be found.
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rifl. 2. situation of the centre of gravity In the horse

OROANIZATION fp THE HOUSE

and ontqS' "' ''' '"'" " "^"^"^^^ ^^ «'^^'^^«

nJfV.
'^^

T^'"^
portions or tiflsues are found to booithor hard or Hoft. They fonn the outlines o t eammal structure an<l are the agents or meal o^

The liquid portions flicilitate the different

or entertain life by carrying the nutritive fluids into
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all parts of the animal system. These metamor-
phosis, or changes, are taking place continually

and are so closely blended together that it would
not be possible to exactly state their proportions.

An unaccountable phenomena, called Life^ directs

their reciprocal action.

Life is of two kinds

:

1. Or<j(wic or Vegetative:—This form of life is

indispensable, its cessation is death.

2. Relative : —This form of life is only colla-

teral.

The number of years of organic life attained

by horses in their natural state, that is in the wild
state, may be computed at six or seven times the

length of time required for the animal's complete
development. Thus the longevity of horses who
take about six years to attain maturity, would be
about forty years. Domestication, however, has
reduced this rule by about half, bringing it to an
average of twenty years.

The principal tissues are : the muscular, fib-

rous, oascular, nervous, bony, cartilaginous, serous,

cellular or connective and the integument.

We call muscular tissue^ those masses of fibres,

ordinarily red, soft, capable of contraction and of

relaxation, which form the muscles and constitute

the meat that we place on our tables.

The fibrous tissue is found in the shape of
lamina, under which form it goes to form sacks or
solid protecting textures lor certain organs, or to

help their action. The fibrous tissue assumes also

the form of ligaments for the purpose of connecting
bones or to transmit to any portion of the body the
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mZlf T*?'^^^,''
""' relaxation developo.l bvthe

tate the appellation of terulon., vulgarly nan.;^

ta.lcl^^.T'''^""' ^T'''
^''^^"i-^I^es the arteries, whoso

iftfl r "'^''^^^'^ ^^^'^'^•l ^'''>'" the heart t,> the

nisheX^!?Lttcufar;^sr '^^
^'"^^^^ '^^^^ '^'^ '''

are fom\Vin'tr'/'"''''
^^"'''^^^'-^ '^'' "^'•^•^^^- These

mitted or thS'™' •" """'' "" "«'"'•''"-'« "« "•''"^-

%C-^, '""""' >">l»-essio„s rep<,rto,l.Ihe mleyument covers the whole bodv •ii„1 ,^

tract ete L Tv"^/- •
'"'"^ '"^"^ *^^^ respiratory

«rp Jr ?i
^"''^ ^'*^'"' furnishes the bones These

Thecartilafjinous tissue which, whilst harrl ia

r; vtu^t%atr,o'''i 'tr
^^^

inter.^onrxF''^-'^-^'---^-^
o"lv li„,nfl f .V

"" '"*="*"'' ''*'"'>^'- S^'*s or an
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The celluhir tissue serves to connect all the

organs without in any way restricting tlicir indi-

vidual actions.

The natural pliysiological apparatuses are div-

ided in accordiiifi^ to the tasks assii^iiod to each into
fourteen princi]»al classes, viz :

1. Locomotion; 2. Digestion; 3. Circulation;
4. Respiration ;

'). N'utritioti ; )). Secretion ; 7. Ah-
sori>tion ; 8. Rojjroduction ; 9. Enervation ; 10.

Feeling; 11. Taste; 12. Smell; 13. Hearing;
14. Sight.

TEMPERAMENTH -DESPOSITIONS

V will confine ourselves to the four principle
classes of temperaments, whose well detined char-
acteristics are easily recognized.

1. Sanguine; 2. Nervous; 3, Moderate ; 4. Lym
phatic.

1. Saiujuine temnperament.—This form of tem-
perament is due to the predominating influences of
the circulatory and respiratory organs. Horses of
a sanguineous disposition are generally found to
possess medium bone-development but well deve-
loped muscles, rounded forms, shining coats, the
apparent mucous membranes are highly colored,
ample play of the lungs and a full and strong pulse.

Their athletic power are disclosed by splendid pro-
portions and display of energy. They usually
render excellent service for long years.

The diseases attacking these horses are usually
of the acute form, as a rule of a short duration,
either to a prompt recovery or a fatal termination.
The horse endowed with this type of temperament
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are tlie Arabian, the horsca fro.-n Barbary and
Navarre, English, and those from Brittany.

2. Nervous Temperament. - This is tlie result,
or the consequence of the abnormal development
and susceptibility of the nervous system. It is
more particularly noticed on slender bodied animals,
with long slim limbs. The respiration of this class
of horses is usually hurried, their pulse quick and
their appetite irregular and capricious. Attentive
to the least noise, they seem for ever on the alert
aiid uneasy, and ready to defend themselves, con-
veying the impression of liaving received habitual
ill-treatment. Easily irritated and over excitable,
these outbursts of temper are generally followed by
reactive periods of dullness and general depression.

The diseases attacking the animals belonging
to this class are usually of a serious nature. They
are accompanied by nervous super excitation. Well
bred horses, sr >i as the English thoroughbreds,
are of that cluss of tomporamont, whereas these
cliaracteristics are seldom met with in commoner
breeds.

3. Moderate Tem'}.eTtment. — T\i\Q type, pre-
senting the best equilibrium of the different organs
is the nearest to perfection. It is derived from a
normally developed nervous system, impressionable
to such a proper extent that the exact amount of
sensibility is present, but not exceeded for the
correct working of tlie divers organs. This type is

becoming scarcer among our horses, because they
are becoming too far removed from their natural
state, and that instead of looking among naturally
perfect breeds for our regenerating types we search

I
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the artificial sources, whose appearan-ses are fre-quently misleaaing.

^
Horses endowed with this type of temperamentare easily recognized by their'^acefurSdes

developinent, and beauty of forS, the elSy oftheir movements, the kindness of heir diStionand the friendliness of their eye-glancL Their ^e^-'

a e smal/ but^:;"^
easy pulseSe^gular, thefrbonet

hard and w«?l A^'f^^'f v'^*^'"' ^^' "^^«^^^« ^^^nard and w«ll defined, the skin soft. Of soberdiBpoflition and apt to undertake the most fati^uW

To^r'tb' -^ '''
^i"^^«

''^^y '- resume w?rk a?

restored by a short rest and a little food. Seldom
111, they are attacked only by the regular diseases

4. Lymphatic temperament :— This form nftemperament is the unfortunate result of thSrt^aof the different organs. The horses com n^ nder

oi ineir tonne, the flabbmess of their muscles thplarge size of their bones, their ill-deS pk ts

th^'coa ^o'n^^d^uTele" "tTo'T".
^" P-^^^'

are listlfisB Jn J -
^°«^/ele8s Their least exertionsare listless and se^m to fatigue them overmuchThey; seem desirous to reet their weight on InvTh

W

within their reach, as though they c3d bar n!bear the,r own weight. uLiito^for any act^^

Ter^t
^^''^^'^' ^' ^^^^^^^^1 ^-"^ the'cavaty

„i, T^^ lymphatic temperament is prodisno^ino- toglanders, farcy, and to all the ch^rou 7di ea^sThis forms of temperament is more comm mlvobserved on prairie-bred hcrees than on .Kl 'land grain fed atock
staUi^d
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Hygienic measureB, may in some cases, through

prolonged and intelligent care, modify to a great
extent the natural disposition of this class of horses,
and almost substitute a new form of temperament.
In such a case, this new temperament is said to be
acquired to distinguish it from the former.

Finally, the breeding of horses possessing this
form of temperament is to be carefully avoided,
more especially in the Northern climates, as these
animals can but ill-resist the intiuence of cold. On
the other hand they do very well in warm and dry
climates.

li

THE SEXES

The differences existing in the organs of gen-
eration of the two sexes, exercise very distinctly a
physical and moral influence on both.

The male has been endowed by nature with a
greater development of the anterior port: ,us of the
body and with a more sanguineous temperament.
Hie -iroud bearing, animated look and his impetu-
osity, which must at all times be quieted, denote
an unnecessary expenditure of energy.

The mares have a wider rump, quieter habits,
are more docile, and possess a more moderate tem-
perament. They are kindlier and, whilst weaker
than the male, seem to store up energy for emer-
gencies. It is only exceptionally, such as are dur-
ing the period" of heat, that a few temporarily be-
come as fiery as the males themselves and this,
through the riatural and imperious need of ioinine-
with them. '' ^
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AGES
The term Agef^ is employed to desiffnate theseveral periods in horses lives, during whidi noti >lochanges and modifications take place^ ^^ whi'L extend trom the birth till the end of life.

The ordinary life may thus be divided intothree pnnc.pal periods as follows, vi. 1 TloYoung A,je or period of growth : 2. The A,lult itor stationary Deriod • 3 n/./ \

^"^ -fi'''<f^^i^c

crea«r ofpoiX "
^ "^ ^^^' ^' ^'^''^'^ ^^ *^«-

. ,. T}^^ l<^^gth of thetic periods or aires varv withindividuals and is dependent to a great extenTonhe breed, temperamelit, the kind ofSur to whichsubjected, and the care bestowed.

Whenever the horse has reached its full prime

adult JfrT' ^''
^^T^^^'

'^'^ ^-^ Htati/>n^rpadult age has been reached. This epoch in lite is

ea at tive years ot age, whereas with others maurity IB raehed on the sixth, seventh or dghth v^ar"It IS regrettable that it cannot be more poltively de:finea, as only when it is reached should we req^uirethe ammals to perform the full amount of work forwhich they are intended.

The extreme difficulty of knowing when mat-unty IS complete has been' the cause tliJt the fifth

aye'a^frrXT^'^^-^'^P/^^ ^' the mos? suitaoie >ear for the beginning of ordinary work.
Old age is announced by stiftness of the limbsdiminution in the volume of the muscles imnair'

hoVws^rtea
Th^. abdomen hang" "hrb'a^^knoiiows, the head whitens, general weakness, etc.
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STUDY OF TJIE AGE
The teeth are tlio ou]y positive indications by

which the age ollior^en can he determined. Nearly
all horwe taiiciers prttend to he ahle to tell the age
by this [.eculiarity or that ; siidi as when the eye ia
sunken, or when the edge of the lower jaw-bone
becomes tliinncr, or by the number of vertebrae in
the tail. But all these alleged infallible ways of
knowing the age are worthless : it may be that
they might give an approximate idea of the age,
hut, as I have already said above, the only reliable
mieans of determining the age of horses is by a
thorough and practical study of the "incisor"
teeth.

^
The following plaros will give a general in-

sight into how to determine the age of liorses.

The horse has 12 incisors, 6 in the upper and
6 in the lower jaws. They are subdivided into
pmcere, intermediates, and corners.
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fore ?rVtt ^V ^'""T' T^' ^^'''' «PP^rancc be-lore or a row uavs aftor >» r*ii . ^u . •
*. j-

from 4 to 6 weeks aftoV b rth
'

tbn "^^^"^^'^^'f^^'^
months after bith

'
^^' '''"'"'•' ^ ^" »

Rbplaoimhht of the incisors

The pincers at 2^ year.
The intermediates at 3|

" "

The corners at 4i «'

The pincers are levelled at 6 years • tbp ;,.f..r
mediates at 7 years

; the corners atTyeJs

arian^^^'the ' nnf
^"^ ^''" '''''^''^^^ '^' ^^terin-
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EXTERIOR

In hippologj, by the word "exterior" is meant
the study of all the external parts of the horse,
under the three fold consideration of their correct
and beautiful conformation, defects, and of the
accidents and blemishes which may take place.

In order to become competent to judge of the
value of a horse, after an ordinary examination, it

is necessary to possess certain notions of anatomy
and physiology. The study of these two subjects
will be joined to the descriptions of the most impor-
tant regions of the horse.

THE SKELETON

The skeleton is the assemblage of the })as8ive

apparatus of locomotion. It is divided into two
very distinct portions, namely : the trunk and the
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1. Mouth
-' -'"pncTlip.
•J- iiitt'iioi- hr.
."» Chin

5. Not'tiils.

Fig. 4. The Head.

>i. Kacc
". Korchtiid.
«. Infciior MrtxiUa.

* ''''"?.!','.'tyotthonoKo. 1(1; kJc!'''^'''

11. Siipruoihit.

1-'. 'I'«'llinlt-s.

V.i. K.iT.

Ij. l'.-ifoti<i(' n'u'ion.
!•) Iliioat.
1»). Nttk.
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members. Tlic trunk contains and protects the

various organs indispensable to the maintenance of

life and is composed of the head, the vertebral

column, the pelvis, the ribs and sternum. The
members are exclusively intended for the support

of the body and by their movements transport it

from one place to another. They are veritable

columns of support and levers of motion.

TJIK IIEA D

The Head is situated at the anterior extremity

of the trunk. It exercises a great influence on the

general equilibrium. Rep)resenting a resistance

l»laced at the extremitv of the arm of a lever formed
l>y the neck, it forms or conetitutes a resistance

whose relative situation, on ac-

count of the extensive movements
which it executes has a great in-

fluence in changing the position of

the centre of gravity and control-

liiig the movements during loco-

motion.

The study of the ever varying
expressions of the physiognomy
furnishes us with an exact analysis

of the qualities and defects in the

character and conformation of in-

dividuals.

The head is divided on the

median line in : J. The Poll ; 2.

Forelock ; 8. Forehead ; 4. Face
;

T). Plxtremity of the nose ; 6. Mouth
hand secondary regions ; 7. Chin

;

Fig. 5. Correct con 8. Tuft of the cliin ; 9. lutermax-

'"vSlrr/ru'lf^' illary space; !0. Throat.
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T> ?}* l**™*' '^'=®''' present

: 1. The Ears • 9Parotids; 3. Temples; 4. Supraorbits; 5 Ey ";„!

In all animals the head is Hip aoof /^^ • * n-
gence, without which it is{^^^Z tXvl T^^'a

FIfls. 6 and 7.-Defectlve conformations of head, viewed In front.

forohla.^ i^tf?"^'^ be small, as the width of thetorohead constitutes an absolute beauty. The height

should L^ "'"''T^ ^'r '^'' ^^^^^-^« '^ the groupsshould be two and one-half-times the length of the
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"Well dilated nostrils, well situated eyes, ears

well apart, a wide intermaxillary space are charac-
tcristics which generally coincide with a wide fore-

head, whereas, the narrowness of the forehead is

usually accompanied by long ears, situated too high

Fig. 8.—Defective conformation of head, viewed In profile.

and too closely together, small eyes, small nostrils

and narrow intermaxillary space.

The fineness and nobility of the ears and eye-

lids, amplitude of the nostrils, thinness ot the lips,

vivacity of the eye, and frank expression of the

phyHiognomy are generally co-existent beauties.
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THE EAR

,\. ^}^ Tl ^^ '^'^"ated at the superior extremity ofhe ateral face of the head to one side of thTfore-head Diverse heautics are looked for and eLeTv
?ent^ "hick„"f"rt' are dependent upo^rftllength, thickness, situation, direction and move-

1. Length.^^omQ nations prefer a lone earothers a short one. We do not approve of an fxcessof length
;
but rather that the ear should be Droportionate to the head. But it is a fact worthv ofremark, that horses in which they are Tort^a?eusually energetic and courai^oous. In this resnect

tt E^SiTh^r ^^^ "-^^ ''- advatger
and garnished on the inside with numerous Ion;and coarse hairs, we have evidences that the eubtltIS soft, lympathic and of common issue

"^

Tf« .V.:,
^^^ f^^^iionof the ear merits considerationIts distance to one side of the median line allow^us to appreciate, to a certain degree, the wid h ?fthe crania cavity. But is also dependent uoon thomuscular development of the region. If thi~!

greater inte ligence, it is nevertheless necessarv tnguard ourselves against according to this cSter
TJLTJT'r ''r '' '''''''''' The samrar-argument applies to ears situated too hi^h • thevhave an unpleasant effect on the eye and !re' oftenan index of a timid and sulky disposition.

fr.oly diVAs'li-'-^^'l
' f"'> "^ l^eautyifa horseii„t.!j Cc^rrvis niH uars to the front.
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Ordinarily they are moved in various directions.

Animals in which the ears are motionless are

sluggish and indolent or, what is more serious, suffer

from deafness.

If the various movements and attitudes of the

ears are closely studied, they will be found to fur-

nish a reliable index to the animal's moral qualities,

and give valuable clues as to whether the horse is

skittish, irritable, or kind and trustworthy.

THE EYE

The 6 'e constitutes a double region siti^ated

upon the latiral planes of the head, and on each side

of the forehead.

Beauties of the Eye

:

—Whatever may be the

service, the absolute beauty of the eye resides in the

following phenomena :

1. Its separation from the median line, which

coincides with a wide and well developed forehead.

2. Its degree of prominence over the surround-

ing regions, which indicates a fullness of the ocular

cavity and the temporal fossa, the size and develop-

ment of the muscular system, good general con-

dition, and the amplitude of the field of vision.

3. Its perfect equality with that of th(^ opposite

side.

4. Its deep coloration.

5. Its freedom from blemishes of the conea

and the transiarency of the media
6. In the dark coloration of the pupil.

7. A rosy tint of the conjunctiva.

8. Finally, the vivacity, changeabliness, and

frankness of the expression. Such are the beauties

to be sought for in this region.
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THE NECK

trunk ,.a ;,r;;o,Mi*L";;'e:r
^"'^^""'^ °^ ">«

'-k .1.0 .. Of „ ,ev:J tL'TZC "w'hl^

Flo. 9.-Good conformation of head, viewed In profile.

extremity gives attachment to the head x.h\r.\.
•

kind of resistance that follows a litS 7 ^ '' ^
and concurs with \f f^ r» i-i

® displacements

centre of J^^^^^^^^ '^? situation of theui gravity (luring progressive movements

a.Hl laterally by the slmulde™ ^ ^ "'" '"^'''*

mainl ' If'Tlle bodv''' n"
P^---.'--' '" the re-

the „eek can neverfc 40^1^''"' 1" »?d<lle-hor8e9

very slender.
'""^ ""'<"*« '' should be
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The Arabs, who possess such ajudicious instinct

of the horses' absolute beauty, say that a horse

without bending his anterior limbs, should be able

to drink out of a brook running at the level of the

ground.

A short neck presents (lit*advantageous only

for saddle-horses, from whom much suppleness and

mobility is expected, especially in army service and

manege work.
. .

In draught horses, whose qualities reside in

their immense power of traction and resistance a

short neck cannot be considered a serious defect.

Driving horses should not have short necks, as

this defect would greatly impair the animal's eleg-

ance, and the gracious carriage of the fore parts

expected from him when under harness. In such

cases the carriage of the head would not be in

keeping with the remainder of the turn out, and

the intended effect would be defeated.

It is readily seen that the neck is one of the

regions exercising the most influence on general

locomotion. Consequently its type should be selected

in accordance with the kind of service to be expected

from it In all cases it should be slender, muscular,

well defined ; then it will never appear heavy ;
more

especially if the conformation of the withers does

not mar it.

THE WITHERS

This is a single region situated on the superior

face of the trunk, behind the crest of the neck, in

front ot the back, and between the two shoulders.

The beauties of the withers are in the sharp-

ness, elevation, extent, and freedom from blemishes

thereof.

1 I

! J ^
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Flo. !0.=>Corre€t conformallun of fore part, viewed In profile.
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The Bharpness of this region indicates that its

summit is formed only by tlie tisslle^ which consti-

tute its essential base. The superior border, how-

ever, should alone present the inert parts, as the

bones and ligaments. At the base, on the contrary,

the thickness denotes a large development of the

muscles which separate it from the internal face of

the scapular cartilages.

Thus should the withers havt^ a fair elevation,

but not excessive, be sharp and well defined instead

of low and thick ; and be well prolonged in an

antero-posterior direction, that is, from the neck

towards the region of the back. A horse possewHing

these characteristics will be in excellent condition

for the production of speed.

The beauty of the withers, which is generally

an indication of the nobleness and distinction of its

possessor, seems to endow the animal with other

important qualities. This region is somewhat analo-

gous with that of the head, as in the case of the

withers also a study of the region and knowledge

of its correct conformation, may guide those know-

ing horses, in determining and appreciating the

degree of nobleness of a horse as well as its value.

It is seldom that beautiful withers are not accom-

panied by a beautiful shoulder, a deep chest, soft-

ness of the hair and coat, of a good foot, in short

of all the characteristics wdiich denote good breed-

ing. Now, coarse and round withers are usually

co-existent with the heavy and clumsy forms of

massive and degenerate breeds. The exceptions to

this rule are very few.

Consequently it will be wise to devote to the

examination of this region all the care that it

deserves, with a view of selecting its form in com-
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Fig. 1 1.-Good conformation of rear part, viewed In profile.
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pliance with tho kind of eervico it U intended to

obtain. In all cases it must be sharp, muscular at

the base, well defined.

THE BACK

The back has no defined limits, it is limited

auteriorly by the writers, posteriorly by the loins,

and laterally by the ribs. The back is a single re-

gion situated on the superior part of tho trunk.

To be of correct conformation, the back must

be straight, short, wide and muscular.

The back is said to be straight when it describes

almost a horizontal line from before to behind.^ It

is the sign of great strength, for all the weight

which the region supports is borne by the bones and

tends to eflface the lachidian arch. The saddle,

pack and harness-saddle will, in this conformation,

rest in a good position.

The hoBses who are hollow-hacked o are ar

some prefer to say, sway hacked^ are not adapted to

work which exacts much force and resistance of the

baok. They cannot be employed as hunters or run-

ners, but should be reserved to draw light vehicles,

four wheeled ones preferably.

Long Backs are much sought after by those

riders anxious to secure pleasure saddle horses and

who prefer easy reactions and rocking gaits accom

panied by suppleness to great displays of strength

and resistance.

Wide Barks are evidences of high developmen

of the muscular system of the region. This charac

teristic marks that kind of back which is callec

double. It is a peculiarity observed in heavy anc

well muscled animals, whose chests are wide, th(

backs somewhat concave, and the withers low.
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THE LOINS

This single region i^ situated behind the ba<-k
arul in front of the erotip and the liaunohes, and
limited on the sides by the Hanks. The con<litio!i3
denoting good loins aro identical with those of the
back and are easily explained.

The loins should be wide, short and muscular.

* ^^^^^ ^^1*^^ ^^ ^^^^ '"*"*' ^^ directly proportional
to the development of the costi form apophyses ot
the lumbar vertebrae ; consequently a wide loin is
to be regarded as a feature of absolute beauty.

Whatever may be the work the animal is des-
tmed to perform, the loins should be as short as pos-
•sible, a condition of solidity.

As to the relation of the entire length of the
dorso-lumbar region, the back should be loiw and
the loins 6Aor^ especially in sad.ile and pack ani-
mals. This point cannot be impressed too strono-ly.

As to their direction the loins should aiway^be
straight and become insensibly united to the croup
and the back. When they are mal-attached, there
exists in front of the former a depression of variable
depth, which gives them such names as low, weak,
false, and dipped.

'

The sensitiveness and suppleness of the loins,
i which It 18 well to test by pressure on tlie region toa determine its flexibility, are often means of de-

termining the state of health or sickness of the
animal. Inflexible loins may characterize a more or
less serious condition of disease, even a partial or
complete ankylosis of the bones of this region. In

I cases where this condition is present it will be wise

I
to seek the advice of some competent authority in

i the matter.
^
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THE CROUP

The croup is a single region situated behind
the loins, in front of the tail ; it is limited on each
side by the thighs and the superior part of the but-

tock.

The croup can be considered as a lever facilit-

ating locomotion and display of power, to a degree
in relation to the length and angle of its arms, and
the muscular development producing the motive
force. The Arabs say :

" As to the horse whose
croup is as lorg as his back and loins united, you
can safely choose him even with your eyes closed

;

such a horse is a blessinu;.'*

For the production of speed, the croup, being
considered as a lever, should be as long as possible

;

it will then have the advantage of longer muscles,

and conscMjucntly of a greater scope of contraction,

which is a necessary condition in the production of

speed. If a proportionate muscular development
accompanies a long croup then this region will be
endowed with the absolute beauty to be sought for,

as in such a case the proper length and muscular
development will be present.

The amateurs and self styled practitioners,

who exercise but little judgment and powers, still

less knowledge, are aware that a short croup is con-

sidered a defect. The}' cannot explain why, nor

do they care much. We have repeatedly heard

horse trainers and jockeys state that this horse or

that could not possibly run or trot because the

animal was not long enough. They were wrong
;

the body of a horse is always sufficiently long vhen
to a long croup there is joined a well develope * and
oblique shoulder.
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FlQ. l2.-Correct conformUlon of rear putt, viewed from hrhlod.
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There has been much discussion over the direc-

tions of the croup, straight, horizontal, inclined.

It is difficult to accord much preference to either

type, and a choice is always difficult when other-

wise the conformation is good. However, a croup

of medium obliquity is the type which furnishes

the best conditioi-s for the production of resistance

and speed.

Fig. 13. -Defective Conformation.

Croset-footed unci bow-bogged

Fig. 1 4. Defective Conformatf

C'ow-hookod or close hammcc
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THE BREAST

The breast is tlio symTiiotrical region situated
at the anterior part of the trunk, and limited in
front by the inferior border of the neck, behind bj
the axillae and the inter-axillary region, and on
each side by the arm.

It is impossible to positively define what should
be the dimensions of the breast ; it should always
be proportional to the general muscular develop-
ment of the whole system.

In all cases the region should be well muscled
and the width subordinate to the general develop-
ment of the individuals.

Experienced practitioners will not err, as the
breast is, of all the regions of the body, the easiest
to judge, even for tyros.

The Arabs prefer a well developed and mus-
cular breast and consequently a wide one. Narrow
breasts and straight shoulders are characteristics of
undesirable horses.

THE CHEST IX GENERAL

The chest is that part of the body which cor-
responds to the bony cage designated under the
name of thorax. Bounded above by the withers
and the hack ; in front by the neck and the breast ;on each side by the shoulder, the arm, the axilla,
and the ribs, below by the inter-axilla, the xiphoid
region, the abdomen and flanks.

Although the chest wall is ^r from being
observable over its whole extent from the outside,
it 18 possible to judge of its capacity with much
precision. This knowledge is of the greatest im-
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port*nce, for it furnishes information upon the

•iiential elements of the value of the horse.

The chest is called beautiful when it is high,

wide, and long.

The development of the lungs is in relation

with that of the cavity formed hy the ribs. Let ub

examine what characteristics will denote the best

conditions. If, on the horse, the first ribs are

straight, tney will allow but little inter-space ; they
are about some six to eight centimetres apart and
form the thin edge of the wedge shaped pectoral

c«ge. Consequently this part of the chest offers

but very little space to the lunge ; and give room
to the anterior lobes only, which are, as we know,
but httle developed, and also, to a portion of the

tube conducting the air to the lungs. The develop-

ment, in width, of this portion of the thorax is

•omewhat the same in all horses of the same size,

the only difference being in the height of animals
and in such ca-ses the difference is due to the length
of the ribfl. Thus, what becomes of the generally
accqited belief that a wide breast denotes a wide
chest ? Xothing can be more erroneous. Dissect
two horset^, one with a wide breast, the other with
a narrow one. You will find exactly the eamo
lateral space between the first ribs, or if there is a
difference it will be very small. This width of
breast which has erronously been accepted as indi-

cating vaat cheet capacity, is only the consequence
of the large development of the pectoral muscles

;

and has nothing to do with that of the lungs. The
same argument can be utilized to combat another
frequent error.

It is vulgarly believed that the height of the

chest is an indication of lung development. This is
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F!q. !5iCorrectforiformatJon of fore-hand,
Viewed from in front
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an error, as the height of the chest, as understood,

is simply the reeult of the length of the first ribs

and the height or elevation of the withers. How-

ever, these \x>Dditions may exist in presence of a

very limited development of the thorax, and besides

the anterior lobes of the lungs constitute only a

small fraction of the total volume of these organs.

The anterior portion of the thorax having but a very

Fig. i6«—Defective conformation.

HoT»^ too nppr. in front.

l\
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ood,

ribs

low-
of a

31(1ea

ly a

^ans.

very

limited power of dilatation, it is a foregone conclu-
sion that the capacity of the lungs cannot be accur-
ately judged by the width of the breast.

The pulmonary mass resides in the posterior
lobes which are lodged in the space formed by the
posterior ribs, behi..d the shoulders and in front of
the flanks. It is the base of the triangle formed by
the chest, as well as that of the lungs, an<l upon

F»9. 1 7^Defectlve eofiformaMon.
Horse oroiarfootefl to front
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the amount of development and capacity of tl

region depends the volume of the important orgai

it contains. The capacity of this region is depen
dent upon the degree of curvature of the ribs. Tl

more accentuated the curve, the greater the inte

estal sf ice, and consequently the greater the die
development. On the contrary the straighter tl

ribs, the narrower the intercostal space and as

consequence we have a narrow and tlat chest. Thi

we can observe wide breasts accompanied by hi^

chests containing small lungs, and, on the oth
hand, ample chest capacity with limited height ai

narrow breast.

Finally, we should at all times seek a wi(

breast, high and prominent, more especially of gre

height on horses intended for the saddle. Hors
with low, narrow, and sunken breasts should 1

rejected, as these characteristics are indications

muscular weakness, and could not withstand acti^

work for any long period, and very often fail the

masters when most needed.

THE ABDOMEN

In exterior this region corresponds to the i

ferior surface of the abdominal cavity.

It would be superfluous to define the situatic

of this region, as it is well known to every one.

It is important to consider the region of tl

abdomen, for by its volume and its weight it great

influences locomotion.

It should be proportional to the size and tl

type of the horse. It varies according to the bree

being larger in some and smaller in other strain
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Fig. 18.—Correct conformation.
Viewed from in fro/it.

Fig. 19.—Correct Conformation-
Viewed from behind.
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The volume of the abdom'^n can be oonsidered
correct whenever this region continues the exteri

form of the thorax, tliat

when the latter becomes
sensibly continuous with i

arch described by the r

and the flank.

"When the abdomen
defective through lack
volume,it indicaten an anir

with impaired assimilatl

whose digestive functions i

irregular and incomplete.

A too voluminous ab<

men denotes an animal o

caronese appetite, of comra
breeding, unsuited for rai

paces, on account of the lai

intestinal mass, and co
trained respiration caused
the distension of the stomt
and intestines which, pi

sing against the poster

face of the diaphragm, co

• presses the heart and chec

Fig. 20-Hlnd legs too far apart ^^^ lu°g expension.

THE MEMBERS
The members, limbs, or legs are the suppo

and the natural motors of the trunk. They rep
sent four articulated columns, segmented piece
piece, situated upon the lateral faces of the bo(

in front and behind the centre of gravity, and c

tinguished, for this reason, as anterior and posten
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ANTERIOR MEMBERS

The Shonldtr :—Situated between the neck and
le .sides of the thorax, the withers, and the arm, the
loulderoccupie8,wlthont any precise demarcation

;

ie hiteral and anterior region of tlio ch«^9t. Tlie
iost important feature to be h)okod for in the con-
Iruction of the shoulder is its length, or, in other
[ords, its development from the summit of the
[ithers to its point.

The length of the slioulder will naturally give
the extent of the musculur development reacting

ri the arm tc either bend or extend it. Conse-
nently, as the amount of power of extension of a
mscle is dependent upon its length, it will be
jadily seen that the longt-r the muscles of the
loulder, the more extensive will the movements
the arm and the shoulder be.

Let us bear in mind this fundamentfil principle
)at the greater the length and obli<iuity ot a
lOulder, the greater the facility of the forward
^ovement, as well as the production of speed and
le safety ot the rider, providing, of course, that the
luscular develepment ot the region be proportionate.

However, this type of beauty is not suitable to

[1 kinds of work It may prove useless and even a
jfcct in draught horses, of which only muscular
trength, and not speed, are demanded.

For the more accentuated the obliquity of the
loulder, the further forward will its point be car-

ded, offering but a very small surface to the pres-

ire of the collar, exposing this region to wounds
nd galls, at the points of contact with the harness.
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THE ARM

Slightly detached from the trunk, the ar
situated between the shoulder, with which
confounded, and the forearm, from which i
separated bj an oblique furrow behind an.l be

Ihe arm should be as long as possible, reh
elv; m order to give quarter length to its mmwhich attach on the forearm. But its length wc

wu-'"'''
'^ '* ^^^^"^^ excessive.

«tit„f!a
^

^ 7 f^^^g^f
a.t^^ length of the arm .

stitutes a defect which is not always compensai
Its shortness also produces deficiencies of an inv,
order and both are hinderances in that which (

cerns the rapid gaits. If it is short, the elevat
ot the members, when the animal is in mo(becomes exaggerated, an elevation which is ccuted at the expense of the length of the step. 1
18 called having 'high-action " which however

ofTeed
'' "''''^'''^ ^Hminution in the total quani

The beauty and correct conformation ofarm will consist in the degree of obliquity, wh
will be an indication of the extent of its play.

THE FOREAR Mi

fi..
7^^

• ^''^^''^"l'
situated between the arm athe knee^,^ related, above and behind, to the elbo

cu ar development, this in order to be in the m
favorable corditions for the production of veloci
±.xaraine the forearm where it is bent on the adunng the trot and you will observe that its lov^
extremity will be carried forward proportionately
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However, thiH consideraHon di.appearB whene pace i. increased t.'a galop. In Z. ca«e-tho

i 'r
^. ^f'^''^'linib is projected fonvtird.

with great force, during pro-
gre»sion, and the resnlta are not
the eamo aa at the trot.

The forearm 4iouhI also be
well mtiflcled and poseesa atronir
and well developed tondonn,
enffioientlj powerful to reoist
all the tractions and efforts
to which they are continually
exposecj I have frequently
Been otherwise admirahly con-
structed and powerful horses
rendered unserviceable, useless'
completely worn out in the'
anterior limbs only, and this
condition brought about by the
detective conformation of the
forearms whiclj were slender
and thin and could not conse-
quently withstand the fatigues
of arduous labors.

i«.2L-Defec?vcco. : , ^^"* ^^'^. "^^^^le of the

I "UTci^*' '««» "»^rnal face ot the forearm is

lichhasbnon • .1
** ^"^"'^^ excrescence toMen has been given the name of Chestnut It ,-«

all in animals of fine breeding
^^ ''
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THE KNEE

The knee is limited above by the forearm
below by the canon. It should be disposed in s

a way as to produce a vertical direction of the /

arm and the canon. All knees which deviate fi

the perpendicular line are to be classed as defect

The knee should be strong, wide, well develoj

and close to the ground. Whenever scars are

served on the anterior face of the knee, the hore

said to be crowned, this is a blemish, and den<

weakness of the fore limbs.

Flo. 22. -Two Defective Conformations-

THE CANON

The canon is the region of the members wl
extends vertically from the knee or the hocl<

the fetlock.

The canon, in order to be beautiful, must
vertical, short, wide, thick, fine, and neat of
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line ;jt^ posterior part, or the tendon, must also befine, unblemished, firm, and well detached. It isdefective in opposite condition.

We mPst guard against error with regard tothe volume of the canon bone, as the finer it is thp
greater the indication of a noble ancestry Ind inaU other bony parts, the solidity of the region ^s

^V::!^"^' ^' ^^^ ^-^ ^-^-« -thf^Than

all
,
J^^t^ndJ^ous cord (tendon) must be free from

ftion^'T^' f""?
'^' '''^'^^' ^^"^' ^"d free in iSaction. In order to exercise the greater amount of

bvTo'in?^^ '^
"^r r"/P^^^ from the canonby the pulley formed by the fetlock

; furthermore
It will be firm, and free from inflammatory enWe:ments In opposite conditions, if it lies close to tliecanon and presents enlargements and curves if

Im'norsS '''r'^ -d firmness, suchTtendon
will not stand much work, but will be predisposed

nojiaer, .....„!d .j,,.,^^. g,, j^,^ „,„culatJons into equal parts.
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to over-8tretching and painful enlargements. Su
a horse, whatever may be his other qualities, a
the correctness of the remainder of his conforn
tion, is to be considered as valueless, as he canr
be depended upon to perform suitable service.

THE FETLOCK

The fetlock is situated between the canon a
the pastern. It supports, at its posterior part,

horny production, the ergot^ and a tuft of hair
which has been given the name offootlock.

As is the case with all the other articulatioi

the fetlock, in order to be of a correct confor
ation, must be wide, thick, well directed, fine a
free from blemishes.

THE FASTEBN

The pastern is situated between the Jetlocka
the coronet ; it is the narrowest part of the leg
the horse, and owes without doubt to this char
teristic the name wrist, by which it is also design
ed in ordinary language.

The pastern must be wide, thick, of medii
length, well directed, fine and free from blemish

It is impossible to assign an absolute leng
to the pastern. The experienced eye can, at a glan
judge the case, but it must be remembered tha
short-jointed horse will last a long time, and ]

limbs remain perfectly sound, whilst the long-joi
ed animal will be undermined or broken down.

Long jointed horses' are usually selected J

saddle purposes, as the elasticity of the region 1:

a tendency to lessen the reactions and the moti
of a long-jointed horse is always more easy on t

rider than that of a short jointed one.
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THE CORONET
The coronet, a region rather difficult to deli-

utate 18 situated between the pastern and the hoof
1 he only points (,f this region are the width*he fineness, an.l the Ireedom from blemishes. '

TJIE FOOT
The foot has always been considered as one of

e most important regions to study. This will be
the better appreciated when we
loarn the important part it plays
in station and in locomotion, the
intluenco of its beauties and de-
tects upon the aptitude of the ani-
mal for diverse services, and final-
ly, the ^^Tavity ot its diseases.

Mo'j than twenty-two cen-
turies ago, Xenophon said that
tlie hmbs are the very first parts
to be examined in the horse: "A
house cannot serve any purpose,
however perfect it mav be in its
superior parts, it it has not a good
foundation

; it is the same wUh a
horse

; he will be good for nothing

.1 In f X. .
"^"'^ P^''^^^^ otherwise, he has

legs, for he is unable to use whatever good
)intH he may have." ^

e fi!o?'''Tf
'''•^";;"''^^^" ^/ ^^^ ^"^^^' ^«^^^ fi^^t ate root, this is the same idea which is reproduc-

tl m our days, m the form of aphorisms in 111 trea-ses on the exterior.

;;

No foot, no horse !
" said Lafosse.

xNo foot, no horse !" repeat the English

1

tlockand f 1

le leg of

1charac-

iesignat- U i\

|Flg. 24. - Defective
pntormntlon, horse
>o open In front.
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ANATOMICAL DESCRfPTTON OF THE HOi

The iimll : This portion is tlie most extens;

ofthewliolo foot and forms the circumference
the hoof. It is divided into several important
gions bearing different names, viz : The toe whi
forms the anterior fifth of the circumference;
each side are the niammfr., the quartei' and the A(

The internal quarter is more upright, shorter a

thinner than the external.

The Sole: This is a large horny plate filli

the interval which exists between the inferior b
der of the wall and the bars. The horny substar

forming it is softer than that of the wall, and t

horny fibres, or tubes, have an oblique direct]

downwards and outwardly. The sole offers

study the following subdivisions, viz : An exteri

and internal branch, a superior and an inferior fa

an external and an internal border.

The branches are triangular in form and fill 1

space between the bars, the quarters and the he(

The Frog : The Frog is a wedge, or pyram
of soft horn, which covers the plantar cushi<

whose form it reproduces. Lodged in the an]

formed by the bars and the posterior border of t

sole, it is seen to bo single in front and bifid behin^

two faces and two extremities are thus assign
to it.

The color of the hoof is due to the presence
pigment in the horny tissue, and varies greatly.

The hoot protects the soft tissues which it C(

tains, from all outside influences, more especia
against undue pressure during normal locomotic
and against concussions during fast or long joarne
over hard roads. Should the hoof be removed, ^
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X;^r^"' -''-"^ ^"X%t c:^K

Flo. 25.-Defectlve Conforma-
Flo. 26.-0efectlve ''->nfor

mation. Horse t >ow

Ifn fK^ ^r^*
^""^^ "'''''^ information could be added

Study of equihbrium, and ascertain if the horse to
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frog ; ascertain the condition of the hoof, and slu

also be able to detect any abnormal length of
hoof.

An examination of the old shoes will, i

rule, help the shoeing smith to detect any irre

arities of equilibrium. If the shoe is worn eve
then the equilibrium is normal, it being remenibe
however, that the wear is always greater at the
If the outer branch of the shoe is worn the w
then the horse is pigeon-toed. If, on the contr
the inner branch is most worn, you have an outl
footed horse, or else, defective shoeing.

QUALITIESAND DEFECTS OF THE FOC

Now that we have studied the different p
which enter into the conformation of the foo
will be much easier to judge of its beauties and
its defects. The foot has no absolute projtorti

Experience alone can enable one to judge of
proper size relative by the whole of the aniii

But in all cases it should be round and prea
much more width at the bottom than at the to]

smooth and shining surface, a convex sole but
to excess, a good size frog, and should continue
direction given by the pastern, a region which
already been studied.

The defects of the foot can be natural or a

dental. They depreciate the value of the ani
in proportion to their gravity. It is important t

we should be competent to detect them.

The principal natural defects are :

Tlie large foot is one which is not proportior
to the remainder of the body, but presents an exi

of volume. This defect is simply unpleasant to
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serious defect than the^p^!ii„Jt ^U"": ^.l^^become more accentuated aftora few years bSL^

bad sl'vi^e"
"^''^^ "^ " ""^" '^''^^^ --" foot,

wh\ohthl ^.'^^jPg' the nature of the ground overwhicli the animal lives and works exerts the crreatl!finfluence on the volume of th.. foot
fe'-eatest

hr.J^^f''^^''''^'^ *^^ deplorable consequence of

K"!n^xc';s^;t^^•• ^"^'^ -nforS^nl
vexitv of th« ! ^^,«b^''i»lty of the wall and con-vexity ot the sole, it comp ets the weio-hf r.? l\!

I the normol afofn ;, „ , '"""'o «-tJiitave as in

' inferi:rTorder;rtr;;,! "''Ji.f'r ."^r""
"^'^

jran,becomoscomplicL7',;;Uh^;r^a™:tor cS-

and I-r^j,- 'v^;xir -i l-z
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venience of being difficult, and BoraetiraeB ten

arily impossible to shoe.

The pincard or rampin /out is characterizei

the perpendicular direction of the wall and

exaggerated height of the heels. This form of

normal in asses, is rather more disagreable

harmful in horses.

The most important accidental defect t

observed is the contraction of the fool, this, ^

the heels aij very much narrowed, almost pa

one over the other. This defect, noticed nior

quently in the fore feet, is quite frequent in

lisli-bred horses, who are, in a notable propoi

rendered unserviceable by this cause.

Finally, in closing the study of the foot, 1

remark that all the defects and deformities

more frequently met with in the fore than ii

hind feet. And this as the result of the hi

fuirctions they have to perform.

SHOEING

It is evident that until now the questi*

shoeing has been sorely neglected. Most ui

pily, the capital importance, results, and be

that radical reforms, which might be work
the shoeing industry, would bring about, ar

yet clearly understood.

In fact, the majority of our shoeing smit

do not realize the grave consequences that

result from defective shoeing, more especially

young horses.

In order that a shoeing smith may be in

tion to pursue his trade with intelligence, it

cessary that he should possess at least, the el

tary anatomical notions which have been st

in the previous chapter.
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CARE OF THE HOOF

The hoof Hhould be oiled occasionally, say once
or twice a week. ^

The following prescription is recommended :—
Pine Tar l Part
Turpentine 1 part
Bees Wax 2 Parts
I^ard 5 Parts

^

Melt over a slow fire until the whole is wellmixed then stir until cold. The hoofs should bewashed before each application.

fV,n
,-^^*^^/ >»''°ev, or a day's work, when taking

very httle water, but should be rubbed dry witheither cloths or wisps of straw, after which the
lorse may be watered and fed.

lELATIVEPROPORTIOXS OF DIFFERENTREGIONS ON THE HORSE

Ihp J!"!
.b'-eeding of horses, on the farm, is one of

unsts, and requires a wide scope of information.

L-.nfi *^t .^""'"^ chapter we have given suffi-

m? nn ^^Y""^^'^-
"^^^°"' ^f anatomy, physiology

ermh aT h^^^'^'"^
conditions, on (he^ Lr^.M

Lm^A ; .
'"'^'"^'''^"^^ ^" ^'""'^^ fl^'^sh* to become

K W?. -^^ iP
^' *° *^^ correct conformation

Ll. ! ' ^f\^^ *^ correctly estimate the pro-able energy of the animal's character.
^

ronn,^' i'^ "^""f
''''^ ^^ forgotten that the relative

i&in"5^ necessarily vary according to the
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In the study of the exterior Tof the horee,

must be borne in mind that the problem student

a purely mechanical one ; and that in mechanictj i

well as itj mathematics, the rules are non-elastic

on the contrary they are positively absolute. 1

both cases, two and two makes four, and t^^

right angles are always equal.

Thus the horse is to be considered simply as

machine, exception being made of hib temperamer
or disposition ; it being well established that ho\

ever good the conformation of a horse, if he
without " nerve or soul " such a horse wi

always be an undesirable animal. Consequently,

is necessary that taste be accompanied by science, \

taste alone, but resting upon a solid bases, w
never produce satisfactory results.

Now that we know what difficulties are coi

prised in the study of proportions, it is importa

to endeavor to establish the basis of these prop(

tions, the more safely to lead those desirous

acquiring a knowledge of the horse.

A renowned veterinarian called Saint-B

founder of the Veterinary School of Saint Pancr
endeavored to propagate the principles of Bourge'

in England- He thought that Eclipse, that ext

ordinary and always unconquerable horse, woi
be for English scholars the best type of the c(

formation of the beautiful horse, and he prepar

with great care the scale of proportions of tl

noble animal.

We will confine ourselves to this mention.

The length of the head is supposed to be divid

into thirty-two equal parts, which are used as a co

mon measure for all parts of the body.
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1. Heifjht of the poll to the ground, 3 heads

and 13 parts, (a, b).

2. Height of the witliers from the ground, 3
heads (c, n dj.

3. Height of the croup frora the ground, 3
heads (e, f).

4. Whole length of the body, from the point
of the shoulder to that of the buttock, 8 heads and
3 parts (g, h).

5. Height of the body at the level of the centre
of gravity, -> heads and i^ parts (i, k).

6. Elevation of the chest above the ground 2
heads and 7 parts.

'

7. Height of the perpendicular falling from
the pomt of the shoulder upon the hoof, 2 heads
and 6 parts (g, 1.)

8. Height of the perpendicular from the point
of the elbow to the ground, 1 head and 19 parts
(ra, n).

9. Distance from the summit of the withers to
the stifle joint, 1 head and Vj parts (c, o).

10. Distance from the summit of the croup to
the elbow, 1 head and 19 parts (e, m).

11. Length of the neck from the withers to
the top of the head, 1 head and 11 parts (c, a).

12. Length of the neck from the top of the
head to its insertion in the chest, 1 head and 11
parts (a, p)

13. Width of the neck at its union with the
chest, 1 head (c, p).

14. Width of the neck in its narrowest part,
12 parts

(g^, r).
^

16. Width of the head taken above the eves,
12 parts (8, t).

^ '

16. Thickness of the body between the middle
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of the baok and the middle of the abdomen, 1 h

and 4 parts (u, v).

17. Width of the body, 1 head and 4 parti

18. Distance from the top of the croup to

point of the buttock, I head and 4 parte (e, h).

19. Distance from the root of the tail to

stifle joint, 1 head and 4 parts (o, x).

«•
i

i 1

'Ml.

ill

Fifl. 27.—The proportions of Eclipse, after Saint-Bel.

20. Distance from the stifle joint to the poii

the hock, I head and 4 partn o, y).

21. Distance from the point of the hock to

hoof, I head and 4 parts (y, z).

22. Distance from the point of the buttoc

the stifle-joint, 20 parts (o, h).

28. Width of the croup, 20 part?.
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24. Width of the nntorior membere at the le^

of the elbow, 10 parte (m, ra').

25. Width of the posterior raember^ at the
level of the fold of he buttock, 10 parts (w, w).

26. Width of the hock at tho level of its fold
8 parts (y, y).

27. Width of the head above the nostrils, 8
parts (n' n')

28. Distance from the internal angle of one
eye to that of the other, 7 parts.

29. Separation ofthe anterior members, 7 parts.
30. Width of the anterior face of the knees, 5

parts.

31. Width of the anterior member above the
knee, 5 parts (r').

32. Width of the hocks, (anterior face) 5 parts.
33. Width of the fettick, 4 parts (s).

84. "Width of the anterior face of the coronet,
4 parts.

35. Same width, but a little lower, 4J parts.
36. Width of the member in its narrowest part,

3 parts (t*).
' '

37. Width of the posterior pastern, (anterior
face), 2| parts.

38. Width of the anterior pastern, 2| parts (o')
39. Width of the anterior canon, 2 J parts.
40. Width of the anterior and posterior can )ns

upon their anterior face, 1| parts.

Such are, as wo under^^tand them, the correct
proportions in horses, and winch are in harmony
with the studies that have preceded this chapter

;

studies based upon the laws of physiology and me-
chanics.

The well proportioned horse should have short
ears (many think the contrary; the bones slender
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but dense, the cheeks thin, the nostrile wide
eyes beautiful, black, prominent, the neck
the breast well out, the withers of a good elev
and sharp at the top, the loins short and niU8(
the haunches powerful, the last ribs should be i

the first ones long, the croup well rounded

i;

!
I

f'--

I ill

FIfl. 28.—Defective
conformation, hol-
low, effaced, o r
sheep like knee.

F»o29. Defective
conformation,—
Arched Kneed.

riq. 30.-Defe
equilibrium,—
Kneed.

testicles near the body, the upper ix)rtion8 of
limbs should be long and muscular, the artery
jng on the internal face of the hock should m
large and noticeable, the hoof uniformly black
hairs of the mane and tail should be fine and abi
ant the flesh hard, the tail should be quite I
at the root, and slender at its extremity
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In short a horse should possess.

Four wide
regions

:

le Forehead.
Breast.

Four long
regions

:

Croup.

Limbs.

Four short
regions

:

The N'eck. The Loins. *

" Upper part " Pasterns.
of limbs.

" Abdomen. *' Ears
" Hips. " Tail.

All these qualities observed on a liorse are
ndences of good breeding.

THE COATS
The word coat \^ synonymous wi^h robe and

Jfcrs especially to the o Vor of the hairs. It denotes
le whole of the hair ^v...ch cover the surface of
'^e body.

The colors of the" hair of the horse are : the
wk, the w;/«7^ the red, the rm.et or reddish brown
ie gray, and the yellow. Their numerous shades
ui diverse mtermixing render the study of the
•at somewhat complicated.

Thus in ordinary circumstances we say :

1. The j,/acA: 6-oa^ which is the darkest of all

A^"rru
*^^^® ^^^ ^^^^ varieties, viz :

A. The^rwe or ordinary black, dark, dull, uni-
rm, and without any reflection.

B. The rusty black, dull, reddish in the sun,
ith a gradation of tints.

^^?V t.^®
.sorre/-coa/ consists of golden, fawn, and

ddish brown hairs, and recalls, more or less, the
[olor of cinnamon bark.

A. The%/,^ or/aM;« sorrel has a yellounsh tint
liich 18 similar to the coat of the deer.
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B. The bovine or washed sorrel.

C. The dark or dull sorrel, bordering uj

brown.
•D. The cherry sorrel, burnt sorrel, etc., etc.

COMPOSITE COATS

We call composite coats all those which

formed by two distinct kinds of hair, the one j

low, red or gray, for the -body, the other alwi

black, for the mane, tail, and extremities.

They comprise the Isabella, the Bay, and

Mouse-color.

1. The Isabella coat is characterized by haii

two distinct colors. Those of the body are yellow

yellowish ; those of the extremities, from the k
and the hock down, as well as the mane and t

are black.

According to its shade, it is light, ordinary

dark,

2. The Bay coat differs from the Isabella o

in so far that the yellow hairs are replaced by

hairs.

3. The varieties of the bay are as follows :

A. The Light Bay.
Ordinary Bay.
Cherry Bay.
Blood Bay.
Mahogany Bay.
Chesriut Bay.
Maroon Bay.
Dark Bay.
Brown Bay.

4. The mouse colored coat is formed by an

semblage of two diatinct colors ; the body is '

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.
H.
I.

((

((

((

((

((
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ered with hair of an ashy gray analogous to those

of the mouse ; as to the members they are black
from the knee and hock down.

5. The Louvet or fox color coat is somewhat
analogous to that of the wolf, it can be light or dark.

DERIVED COATS

They are four in number : the gray, the white,

the Jlea-bitten, and the roan.

The Oray coat is excessively varied in its de-,

grees ; it is a sort of chaos ; so many different shades
of tiair are there ; it borrows from all the colors.

1. The very light gray, which greatly resembles
the white, and shows very few black or dark hairs.

2. The Ordinary Oray, which presents an al-

most equal mixture of white and dark or black
hairs.

3. The gray, ^liaracterieed by the predom-
inence of dark or black hairs.

Relative to its particular tint or color, the gray
is also called.

Iron Oray : Slate colored gray : Olayez gray :

Isabella gray.

The White Coat, being so universally recognized,
needs no definition.

The Roan coat, which is composed of three

kinds of hair : red, white, and black.

A. The light gray, which contains a smaller

number of dark hairs.



THE HORSE AT THE STABLE

STABLING, HYGIENE, HARNESSING, A
GENERAL CARE

The question of stable architecture and s

iiianagement is one of the highest importance,
especially is this the case in rigorous climates su
ours, when rapid changes of temperature are of
frequent occurrence.

The stable walls should always be of d(

thickness, and of tongued and grooved lumber
windows of good size, to allow ample light
doors to fit tightly into their sashes to avoid
manent draughts. How many sound beaste
rendered incapable of furnishing the quota of

'

that can be expected of them, by the reason
they are not given the comforts iiidispensab
the maintenance of good health Often thej
quartered in low, damp, and dark stables, wit
ventilation, and often over-crowded conseque
I have thought this an opportune moment to ii

the attention of my readers, to this matter, wit]
however, going into a mass of details which w
be out of place in a work like this.

The stable should be strictly horizontal.

now it has become a universal custom to give a

of from 3 to 6 inches to the floor of a stah
about 9 or 10 feet. This custom is vicious, a
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ir from accomplishina: the proposed result, which
I of draining the floor of the urine, and this ex-
Mamed by the fact that the animal, in attempting
to restore his equilibrium on the inclined plane is
bonstantly stamping and moving about. This soon
wrears the flooring and the depression thus caused
facilitates the imbition of the urine and the soaking
6f the litter. At the same time the horse acquires
I tendency to stand under, the ultimate consequences
Jf which are spring knees. Besides, could the
Jorse talk, he would, I am sure, most erapathically
leprecate the use of a floor which compels him to
bver stand on a false equilibrium, certainly most
brejudicial to both his comfort and conformation
may add, that in the course of my professional
areer, I have often had occasion to treat and cure

^ases of lameness by simply altering the dofectivo-
heas of the floor.

INTERrOB AR»ANQEMENT8

The width of the stalls should always be pro-
bortionate to the height of the horses, so as to allow
Ihem to he with their limbs fully extended. Thus

the height of a horse is 5 feet 3 inches, the width
:
his stall should also be 5 feet 3 inches.

.The stable door should be wide, and, if pos-
[ibie, should consist of two halves. The height of
[he stable, inside, should be from 8 to 9 feet.

It is advisable that a box-stall be provided in
bvery stable

; it will be found most useful in cases
bt sickness or of prolonged inaction

; these boxesmow the horses more freedom and comfort.
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TEMPERATURE AND VENTILATIi

The normal temperature of a stable Bh(
60OF.

Ventilators should be located behind a
in front of the horses. The simplest and mc
nomical ventilators are square wooden pip
end of which starts from the stable ceilinj

goes up through the loft and out of the ro
like an ordinary chimney. The upper extrc
to be covered by a cap.

Many agricultural economists recomme
use of more complicated and possibly more e:

systems of ventilation, but, remembering t\

rule when asking too much one runs the
obtaining nothing at all, I have deemed it ad
to mention only the simplest mode, which,
erally adopted, would certainly prove a co
able improvement to our rural constructions

HISTS CONCERNING STABLE MAN^
MENT

The halters should be of a double tick
leather, well sewn together and provided w
dinary buckles. The use of chains to tie

recommended. The use of ropes is not to be <

aged, for whilst the advantage of being nois
claimed for them, this advantage is mon
counterbalanced by the fact that they soon i

are easily broken.

The method of fixing a weight at the
the chain, which weight keeps it taught, is ;

mended and will obviate the danger of the ;

becoming entangled in his chain.
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Instimmer the coverings should l»e of linen\d in winter of wool.

.,Ja ^^^ ^T"". ^^'^ ^*"^''^' t^^e u«e of woodon

IHcnd'tn1-'^-P-V'\^"^^^ '« recommended and

wLr '^'"^T^J'^r
possibility of accidentH.With regard to the hay lofts, which are gencr-

Llfoff/!
^^P«««'ble with such place., one

fp nflirlTf ^^'"^ '^'^'•^^*^ ^"^ the hay and

te should 1/^'
•''"^- ^" ""^^^ ^'^»^^P"^^-^ ^o'-?e should not be in contact with the walls.

hoxl^nTL ""
^'' P'-eferably kept in a shed,

.^^Va T"^"".
t^apacity, and every time these

cha^ff ' '^T '^"^^ ^^ thoroughly cleaned o^

^J^^L'^^^^^ '^""J^
^" P''^^^'^^^^ ^^-'th an auto-

^on orererani^'r
''''''' "'^^^"^^ ^^^ ^-^

Another important detail, which is, howeverIdom appreciated, is that of the cleanliness neLs!
h^ to the welfare of the horse. This constitutes
e elementary rules of hygiene and stable eVon!
ij. All that which relates to the fcedirxr of the

tanniesr "" '"' '"'J"'='
"'

'"« ""«' -™p"'-

THE HARNESS ROOM
The harness room should be kept in perfect

es antn? r?-"l^?'^ ^^^''^^^^ of .f perso^rwho
Lee an interest m that sort of work

entlv hthr"'"??'"''
'""^ '"Pi""'"' I'l'K^c'l »"f-
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Wooden, or cast iron bridle and saddh
can be secured at low cost. Two suppoi
required for each harness, one of which to ace
date the bridle and collar, and the other the

t
[

* and accessories.

,;i(,
I

When dealing with double harness, tl

to be placed one beside the other. The cros

are to be put through their rings, but not bi

When not in use the saddle should be c

with a piece of linen. The bits, curb chair

checks bits should be thoroughly dried after]

been used.

The reins should be carefully coiled an
1 in drawers, as well as all the wraps.

The whips should not be allowed t

against the walls, which would soon bend
but they should be hung by their tips.

Every harness room should be provide
a stove, which should, however, be placed a1

tain distance from where the harness hangj
to avoid drying the leather.

If to these few rules we add the ne<

working materials, such as a harness-horse,
cleaning board, a few hooks on which to
bridles during the cleaning process, etc., etc.,

combs, hoof picks, sponges, brushes, polish,

jjjij
(i

I

ing paete, a burnisher, c^ i^mois skins, old (

,,,„,,; and rags, the harness-room will then ha^

lllillii
necessary accessories to allow it being k
good shape.

THE COACH HOUSE

The coach house should be separate fn
stable, and this for the reason that the an
gases emanating from the stable would soc
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paint and varnish on the vehicles. All vehicles

)uld be kept covered with large cotton sheets

.nlH rfa?.
t^o-wheeled vehicles the shafts

>uld rest on racks provided for the purpose, in
ier to keep them in a horizontal position.

CABE OF THE HORSE
Upon his arrival at the stable, in the morninff

Idnoteifanj departure from the normal condi-

tmu«tr^'/r>,*^Kf".P'"^^ *^"""^ his absence.

fop?.f'.^
*^^ ^^^"^"^«' ^^^ mangers, note if

.n «!? A *^ Pv''^^°"« ™^^^ ^^« a» been eaten,

Lble ^^h *^ 't '^"^P^^^^ ^^^"^^ «^ ^ir in the^ble without, however, allowing any draughts

ndb. cn'f''
'"^ ^'"^ ^PP^^""^ dull, wfth a

r^n^.^ .
** ""^ assuming an abnormal positionmust at once inform his master of the facts.The groom should then attend to the waterino-the horses and this before allowing any food"

htWsTv^fhl^^ ^^ *^« allowanceVhayW this by the ration of oats. Once a week, it is
fcll to give a warm mash of bran or ground oats •

8 mash should always be given at n^ht.
'

ilel too ^"Lv,"'"^! '!r ^'^.' '^ «^«"^^ be placed

^n drv °Vi"V^'l'^
hyunno) in a place where

Thl^' F?f
^^'' ^"^ ^^^ *^^* ^ach day the stableist be carefully swept.

OMOOMING
Dorses stained by contact with urine or manureto be washed with soap and water.

iciini^ """"f^^^
^'''''^ ^ ^^'^^ '' °«t without

icalties, unless one is quite familiar with the
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handling of the bnwh. The curry-comb is m<
used to clean the brush, although it may be us
certain circumstances on some of the most mus
portions of the body, such as the neck and
upper portion of the legs.

The com brush is useful to clean certain

tions of the head, such as the ears, the fore

etc, etc.

The rubber brush gives an excellent finit

the grooming of a horse ; it makes the coat s

and is an excellent substitute to the hay '

w hich is also used for the same purpose.

INFLUENCE OF THE CLIMATE

Horses living in warm countries, generally

a good muscular development, their flesh is

their bones of dense texture, a well-bred appear
and much intelligence : such, for instance, ar

horses of Arabia, Persia and Africa, etc.

In our climates, during the summer se

when the atmosphere is moderately warm (2

25°), or 68° to 77 F, this temperature has
found the most favorable to all horses, and
especially to convalescents, weak, and lymp
subjects. Under the influence of such mildly ^

temperatures, the animals seem to have a 1

digestion and put on flesh easily. If, howeve
temperature raises above the indicated poii

becomes harmful, inconveniences the horses, an
even bring about disastrous results. A very
atmosphere is injurious to nervous and biliouE

•titutions, and can occasion diseases.
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The influence of very cold air is still more harm-
^l ; by cooling the skin, it temporarily checks its

inctions, and through this may bring about very
jrious consequences

; under the inflence of cold
le horse is chilled, becornea dull, then weak and
isensible to its surroundings, the blood sent to the
lin produces torpor, sleep, and finally death.
The horses which most successfully resist the

ifluence of cold, are those endowed with a strong
)nstitution, characterized by the predominence of
le sanguine and nervoua systems, the density of
aeir muscles, and the energy of their movements.

It was observed during the Russian campaign that
[orses coming from the warm sections could stand
le influence of the cold much better than those
5raing from the northern and consequently colder
Bgions. Identical results were noticed in the Crimea,
There the Eastern horses were found to better resist
be extreme cold than the horses coming from
Jrance, and these latter still better than the English
|red mounts. In both campaigns wns observed
le fact that the adults were much loss accessible
the influence of cold than the old or very young

ibjecta.

Temperature : —In winter, the temperature of
tables should not be too high, the consequence of
laving an habitually too warm stable being that it

Sliders the horses too sensitive to the influence of
Did, and predisposes them to those diseases which
re generally caused by sudden exposures to the
old.

During the coldest portions of winter, a horse
lould receive up to 16 pounds of oats each day.

In certain cases, it is wise to avoid making use
cold water, or of snow-water, to quench the

imals' thirst
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r
Daring exposure to extreme cold, the \

should not be allowed to remain standing si

any long periods.

Gentle exercise prevents stagnation of tl

culation, stimulates the production of heat, ai

general functions of the organs.

Light .—Light has a powerful influence

organized beings.

On horses the action of light is more esp<

centered on the blood, the nervons centn

skin, and the eyes.

Light is an energetic stimulant of the

system. It promotes the fulfilment of all the

tions, stimulates nutrition, regulates the de

ment and correct proportion of the form. Ex]

to the rays of the sun is beneficial to all hore

gardless of age ; it hastens the growth of colt

increases their strength. It will be readily i

stood, from the above, that a stable cannot pc

admit of too much light.

On the contrary, darkness, singularly er

facilitatee fattening, the development of lymp
a serious condition of the blood. Horses rai

foggy climates generally have soft and
muscles, and are generally of a lymphatic d

tion ; they are tall, heavily framed, but have

blood, and are predisposed to distemper,

and glanders.

A CCL 131A TA TIOX

The horse is endowed with the man
faculty of being able to live in all climates

successfully resists excessive heat as well as th

rigorous cold of the northern countries ; but

he is changed from one region to another
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uence on

liirked difference of climate, then certain changeB

Ike place, more or less promptly, after the change

L iKjen made, and this in proportion tothc differ-

ices of external conditions, «uch as the air, the

jil, water and stahling, existing between the two

Icalities.

These changes are what is generally known as

ScHmnt'iiion or acclimntizafioji.

The inrtucnce of accliniatation is no( fo!» r. thr

|nic degree by all subjects ; the age, tli. liyt/ionu

»!i<litions surrounding the animals, >!« n^:. m ;{ in

|hich they are reuretl, are as man} c; u 's tno>!\

ing the effects.

The length and risks of the pc i^i o! uc 'l.nn.i-

jziition vary greatly, and are to a g.vat c-ictt

Lnilated by the conditions surrounding the r.iicii.^

I colts.

The period of acclimatation is invariably long

d is frequently accompanied by serious disorders

li all horses born and raised in liberty, in marshy
)^ions, or prairie lan«l, such for instance as are

^und in the Canadian North-West, etc.

The less marked the difference ot climate in

[hich the horse is born and raise<l, and the climate

the region to which he is brought, the shorts.-

ill the period of acclimatation be, and the dis-

rder acct)mpanying it will be of a more benign

hanuiter, and offer less dangers.

The length of time necessary for the complete

ficlimatation of a subject, is variable. In some
isGS the change is operated in three months witli

?rceptible effects, whereas, in other cases, it is

Hnpleted only after twelve and even fifteen months.

The diseases which are observed during the

jriod of acclimatation are, according to importance
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and gravity, the following, viz : those of th

atory organs, such as pneumonia, distemper.
Then the feet are the seat of abnormal coi

bringing about circular rings, narrowing
heels, contracted feet, and corns.

Horses whilst undergoing the process of

atation must be subjected to a carefully

regimen. They must be quartered in s

well ventilated stablea, where care is take
allow the temperature to become too high,
them walking exorcise twice daily, and, i

turning to tlie stable they should be well

and blanketed, s^hould the temperature
and damp.

The feeding will consist of hay an(

mixed and a great deal of soft mash (brati or

oats), this to be cotitiimed for some foi

weeks, then the method of feeding can b(

ally changed so as to begiti giving oats, an
ration of grain is increased, that of mash is

ed propoftionately.

A L IMEXTA TlON

Hay.—Ilay is the grass of natural or i

meadows, which has been cut and dried, s(

may be put away for future use.

Hay is classified as gooil^ medium, s

according to the conditions of its harvest.

Good hay : The colour of good hay is (

uliar green, more or less dark, and lustre

odour is pleasant, aromatic, but not pror

It is slighthly sweet to the taste, the stems
flexible, hard to break, and quite heavy

;

still furnished with their leaves and top.

moved about hay of good quality produces 1

f^mmtd^MM



He noise, which is an indication that it was cut
Ithe proper time and correctly cured. When
)ok it parts easily and leaves no waste.
As described above, hay constitutes an excel-

It food for the horse. The amount of nutritive
rers it possesses is about midway between that

loats and straw.

To horses who do not perform much hard work
is suflScient to keep them in good flesh and

idition, but horses fed on hay only are not able
resist fatiguing labors. Hay has a tendency to

Irease the volume of the abdomen and to lessen
activity of the animal.
Ilay should not be harvested too early. It is

|ferable to allow its full growth and to await the
Imation of the seeds. Then will the hay possess all

|nutritive properties.

Unmatured hay is recognized by its slender
18, it is colorless, odorless and without taste

;m shook it produces a hardly perceptible noise,
is not easily untangled.
Early harvesting of hay presents the serious

Iwback of underminiig the power of the soil by
moving the crops too easily ; as when the hay is

before the seeds are ripe or even formed the
Its cannot possibly be reproduced. The conse-
Ince of this is, that after a few years the
uiows are divcoted of their best plants.

Over ripe hay also offers incoDveniences, as it

bs a proportion of its nutritive virtues, such as
[contained in the leaves and summit and which
)me centered in the seeds.

Straw:—Straw is the dried stems of grain pro-
ling plants, cultivated especially for their seeds.
Veat straw is the most nutritive; compared to
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that of hay, it is found to be in the proport

280 : 100.
^ ^

Wheat Btraw is not sufficient tor the nc

ment of the working horse, and its exclusi^

brings about a considerable increase in the v

of the abdominal organs, and extreme thi

But joined to other alimentary substances, in i

able proportions, and more especially to oa

barley, it acts as ballast, distends the di^j

organs and prevents their contraction whi

grains furnish the nutritive elements.

Oats :— Oats belong to the family of gram

plants, of which many species are known.

The odour of good oatn is pleasant, it

farinaceous bordering on that of almonds, its

are heavy, polished, whole, and slipping

through the fingers holding a handtul of

outside surface is smooth, shining, and adh

the kernel that it contains ; the vi eight of oa

from 36 to 40 pounds the bushel.

In temperate climate, oats are the fo

exeellenee for the horse. They contain a pro

of the elements necessary to the physiologic

nomena of nutrition and the production of

heat. At the same time they contain the d

salts needed by the animal organism.

In addition to the above, oats contain

" pericarp" an aromr^ic principle, found to

logons to that of the essence of vanilla. Th

ciple is the element which gives to oats the

tional stimulating properties they are endowc

and making 60 pounds of oats the equivalen

pounds of hay, in nutrition power.

Oats as a food, are suitable to horse of

!

They hasten the growth of colts, gives them
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jngth, increases their vigor, gives firmness to

scles, increases the density of the bone texture,

linishes the amount of celhilar or connective

ue, and gives a shining coat. Young horses who
'c been given fair rations of oats are generally

:;ondition to begin steady work at 4 years of age.

thout this food, horses are unable in our climate

resist the climatic influences, the variations of

iperature and furnish a fair amount of work,

ts can be considered as one of the most effective

ans of bringing about the improvement of our

eds of horses.

According to the English proverb "To make
lorse, three things are necessary : a stallion, a

re and oats."

HOW TO FEED THE COLT

The future qualities and worth of a horse de-

id to a great extent on the care received during
first years of its life.

In order to produce a good horse, it is essential

[t the colt should possess a good bony frame and
Id joints. Like any other animal issue, the bones
^w and develop as a result ot the assimilation ot

)d food, and should the food taken not contain

Itain elements essential to the formation and
^wth of bone tissue, it is evident that portion of

animal's organism will remain deficient.

The mother's milk contains a large proportion

[hese substances, such as i)ho8pliate& and carbo-

[e of lime, which are the most necessary to the

^elopmentof bone. As the colt grows older, the

)unt of these substances needed is increased and
animal, in order to obtain the necessary
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amount, is often seen to lick and sometii

actually eat the soil.

The farmers have within their reach all \

necessary to the production of bone, and
Hubstances are oats and bran. Let it be n
bered that aolts should not be under fed oi

substances. As soon as a colt can eat and pn
masticate oats, there can be no daiiger in

j

him daily a pint of oats mixed with an equal

tity of bran. Naturally this ration is to be ii

ed in proportion to the growth of the co

added to this ration of oats, the colt is gi

adequate quantity of good hay, (which is

containing a large amount of proteine, whi
substance essential to the formation of bono
muscles, ligaments and tendons) we have i

necessary ingredients to help the productic

good colt. Nature will attend to the remain

AMOUNTS OF VARIOUS RATIONS:
HAY AND STRAW

Oats ; In London, cab horses are allo\

pounds of oats for every 8 hours' work.
I have made numerous experiments

what should be the proper amount of oatf

working horse, and I find that in winter the

of oats, for a 15 hands to 15 hands and 3

horse, should be from 10 to 15 pounds of oi

day. During the summer season, half that qu
added to a liberal amount of green forage, i

sufficient.

The ration of a race horse varies from 24

pounds of oats, divided into four or five meali

ration of hay is divided into two portions

to 6 pounds each.

m&
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Hay

: The ration of hay varies in proportion
to the size of the horse, and the work he has to
perform: from 18 to 20 pounds of hay per day is
considered a liberal ration.

Straw : Horses cati do very well indeed with-
out any straw at all, as this latter contains only
about 8 per cent of nutritive elements, whereas hay
contains 8 per cent, (bnsequently straw is to be
considered more as a ballast for the stomach . From
a nutritive point of view it is about useless.
Accordingly straw should be set aside for hay, and
used only to litter for bedding down.

Hours of Meals :-Tf at all possible feed four
times a day, at any rate, not less than three times a
day.

First thing in the morning attend to the water-
ng, allowing every horse to drink all the water he
wishes

; half an hour after watering give the oats,
then the forage.

Noon :—Same a.s in the morning.
In winter the evening meal should be at 6 P. .\f.

fn summer at 8. P. M.
It is necessary that the digestion of forages be

ilow and undisturbed.
The evening ration should be the most liberal,

keeping in mind the adage that " The morning
)at8 pass into the droppings, the evening oats into
he croups."

Watering ;—As to the amount of water a horse
equires, it varies from 15 to 30 pounds per dav. It
hould be given freely, but always before meals.

If the horse is very tired, or has been very
irarra it is recommended to take the chill off the
mter. It is also wise to lift the horse's head from
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the water at every few mouthfuls, so as to

]

his drinking too rapidly and gorging himsel

Horses should never be watered imme
before resuming work. If, however, you ai

pelled to use a horse immediately after wi

then start him slowly, preferably at a walk

rule applies to horses who have just made a

meal. Horses in such a condition should

put to any very hard work, as it wonld ii

with the process of digestion, it being reme

that oats take about two hours to digest, a

at least three hours.

Various Mashes

:

—If you are desirous

proving the condition of a horse, or to com
inflammation of the bowels, you will find

lowing directions most useful :

Here is the most popular and generally i

composition for a mash :

1. Oats f parts; linseed meal | part

;

part ; salt small handful.

Place in a bucket and pour in boilinj

bat not to excess, then cover tightly with

blanket and allow to stand three or four h(

fore using. Other grains, besides oats,

much recommended for the feeding of

Carrots are found to be refreshing and a ton

can be given to the amount of two to three

a day, but they must never be used as a si

for oats.

BREEDS

In hippology, by the word breed is n

the horses born under a same climate, or i

the same surrounding conditions. There r

a consequence, the presence of striking d
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as to prevent

limself. jtics inherited from their ancestors and transmitted
immediate!} q their descendants. These characteristics, grad-
you are com ally impressed by climatic influences, or particular
er watenri^' egimen, are the more positively set, and more
walk. TlH asily transmitted, in proportion to the remoteness

f their origin.

The mixing of several breeds gives us the ad-
antage of rapidly producing new breeds, and this
nswers to the needs and whims of the times. I

gest. and hn\ uentionally use the term whim, as I am convinced
lat, with few exceptions, only a very limited num-
er of farmers possess correct notions concerning
e breeding of horses. We are compelled to
Imit that here, within the limits of the Province
Quebec, the knowledge necessary for the intelli-
nt breeding of stock, and more especially of the

orse, still remains to be acquired. We trust that
jiose holding the reins of authority and power, will
tlopt adequate measures to teach the class of

boiling watojeeders, that man possesses an almost unlimited
with a heium)wer in the matter of regulating the products of
our hours lAe breeding establishments

; and that they have
oats, are nAoduced, unmade and made over again all the
ig of liorH-'BiFerent breeds of horses ; and that they have so
I a tonic ;

thcBopelessly mixed the whole matter as to render the
three poun'Jorkingoutofthe problem almost an impossibility.

However, it is as difficult as it is costly to
terfere with nature's set laws, and the breeder,
twithstanding his knowledge and means, must
ways more or less compromise with her. He must
^opt his mode of procedure to the atmospheric
nditions surrounding him. From this spring the
rious brei?d8 jroduced and rnjiintuine<l by climatic
fluences and the rare ot the breeder. Wo admit
at in giving the name oi breed or race to th^e

IS a substitui

I is meant
:e, or raised

here results

ing charactj
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animals we somewhat stretch a point, aa there ai
pure breeds known outside of those of the Eat
jealously guarded by the Arabs, the Turks, and
Persians, than the breed recorded in " Stud h
(if it is trustworthy, and this is doubtful) as
cending, without any mixture, from Arabian
hons and Barb mares, which were imported
England some two centuries ago- All other br
are but a confusing mass or rather mixture, of h<
from all parts of the world.

There exists an underlying principle w
controls all the classifications of breeds ; tha
aptitude, fitness.

The equine family is divided into three
distinct claases which makes it so that the h
18 adapted to such or such special work ; these t]

classes may be resumed as follows, \iz: 1,
Saddle horse ; 2, the carriage horse ; 0, the dra
horse.

The Saddle horse.—The correct type of sac
horse can be found in individuals differing wic
in the matter of size and weight. They can
found among the tallest as well as the gmai
breeds.

There are actually large numbers of hoi
being purchased daily within the limits of the P:
ince These horses are intended as remounts
South African service and we find that the mmum height required is 16 hands and 2 ind
inifl type of horse is the most suitable for
be«t adapted to, the arduous duties devolvinir'u
mounted mfantry in South Africa, and this is
actly the type of horses that ,ve have in the Pi
ince of Quebec.
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The saddle horse should have a small and light
lead, a long neck, well cut out at its attachment to

:s, and th^he head ; the hairs of the mane should be fine and
ilky.

The elevation of the withers, as we have already
ad occasion to state, is an absolute and more poai-
ively necessary beauty in the saddle horse than in
,ny other kind.
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Flo. 81.—Laraeieoach.Horse

The Coach Horse : — The large coach horse
^^hould have a height of at least 16 hands, and even
more. His coat is nearly always dark bay. The
horses of this class must be strong, with lots of

i|
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endurance, have a great width of breast, bac
haunches, and should possess solid limb^. Th(
should be as brilliant as possible, including
action. Horses possessing these qualities are
steppers. The market price of such horses
reach very high figures in both London and

The coach-horse corresponc to the
cavalry horse.

Those of gntfater height are still more e«
sought after, more especially when added tol:
there is proportional strength, distinction £

graceful roundness of form.

The draught horse.-^ThiB is an altogeth«
ferent type from the preceding.

In this case it is not a question of fine
long slender necks, silken hairs, tails carried
finally of all the charateristics denoting breedi

With regard to conformation, preference
a body that is massive, low set ; a short, thicli
muscular neck, wide breast, wide loins with
developed muscles ; solid, large and broad I

goodfeot. To these 'jihyaical perfections mu
added obedience, energy and intelligence.

Wi/d Horses.— Jn the plains of Tartary ai
some parts of South America, herds of wild h
are still to be found. In neither case can their o
be traced.

Travellers who have wandered from the si
of La } lata to Li tagonia have met herds of i

wild horses r.i n.bering as high as 10,000 in a s

u- ;
7^^^^® ^^^^^^ are under the guidance

chief selected for his nobleness, bravery and strer
and to whom h accorded the most implicit
dicnco. Their natural instinct teaches them th
union there is the strength necessary to resist
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Itacka of lions and leopards, which were ever their

irest enemies. In these combats, the chief is

ways foremost and the first to offer himself to

mgers, and when prudence suggest retreat, it is

19 duty to give the signal. The herds of wild

<^:
i.y

/

w
\

/ /.

Fig. 32.—Small Coach-Horse.

lorses which are still to be found in Central Africa,

[he Island of St. Domingo, as well as in the Ara-
)isin deserts and elsewhere, are far from being the
([uals of our domesticed horses in the matter of

Strength, v.-information and speed.

1
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THE BARB HORSE

The Barb horso is a native of the Eas"
especially of Morocco, and is frequently conf(^

with the Arabian horse. This horse is low(
the Arabian

; his height rarely exceeding 14
and 1 inch

; his shoulders are Hattened, hi
well rounded, the joints are long, and as a

^

rule he has a beautiful head.
From the point of view of external fom

the Barb horse is decidedly superior to the Ai
but he does not possess the latter's intelli

speed, nor physiognomy. The Barb horse h;

tributed a large share in the improvement
Spanish horse and also those of Great Brit«ir
very bept racers of this latter country are de
ants of Godolphin Arabian, a Barb horse.

THE ARABIAN HORSE
This breed belongs to the East. As a

quence of continuous importations it is to-(

closely mixed with all of our improved native \
that we are compelled to admit that the A
race of horses has been the improving medi
nearly all of the European breeds and that fi

more it bis taken root, in all its purity, fai

the sunny East, under the foggy skies of the I
Kingdom

The Arabian type of horse, considere<l
its purity, and frce from any union with
breeds, is the most perfect.

The gray color predominates in the me
of the Algerian family, whereas in Syrij
Egypt other colors are also found.

The most perfect types are found in Egy
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Syria, those of the latter country developing a

greater ampleness of form.
_ f,ii:„^nf hpad

The Arabian horse has a most intelligent heaa

a wide and flat forehead ; large and V^om^^^r^

evls the ears arc small; the face straight anc

wTde the nostrils well dilated; and the physio

Inomy whilst expressing gentleness, conveys als<

the impression of high spirit and ardour.

THE TJIOBOUOHBRED HORSE

The English horse, usually <^alled ^Aorou^^^^^^^^

owes his origin to the eastern horse. Of this theorj

however, many historians are dubious, basing the

X cTo- on the fact that nowhere can any reco

be found of mares having been imported to BritiE

'''^'

If the race has not been implanted in Englar

by the importation of males and females intend(

for breeding, then how did it originate? On tb

Boiirno d^ubt is possible ; as it is more th.

rodent that its origin is due tofe breedmg of t

brst native mares fo stallions of no?^^^ blood F

owing this first cross-breeding, it is likely that

coTrse^was again had to the paternal Btock' ^b.

H was the intention of appropriating ;
and that

was only later that in and inbreeding was mdul^

Tie the union of members of the new fami

K s^chis the case, the theory of the origin of m

breeds by cross breeding, and still more by 1

Sness of half-breeds, would receive additio

'""^
TlTmost striking characteristics of the Etigl

bred race horses arl: The height i? abov«

averagTrthe head islsquare, with a wide forehc
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id well dilated nostrils ; the neck is straight, long,

nd slender; there is a good elevation of the

[ithers and obliquity of the shoulders ;
the limbs

U slender, the fore linihs being fre(iuently sprung ;

je canons straight; tlir abdomen well drawn u].

;

tie haunches arc ].rominent, th" skin is soft and

lin ; the hairs of thc'raane and tiiil are scarce
;
the

y,it is ncarlv always bay.

ifl

/i

T^5- _. ^.-.i.-A-

t»*S?2^S&»ii^-»*

Fig. »4.—Ensllsh Thoro«ahl>rtd Horse.

Notwithstanding the great interest that the

story of the thoroughbred race horse otters^ it

necessary to shorten it. This horse is not^ the

)st desirable type with which to cross our Cana-

lan mares.

I
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But if T seem, in porae Bort, to repudiate 1

Euglisli rtice horse, on the other hand 1 attach 1

greatest importance to tlio hnghsh hunter, whicl

certainly the most perfect and suitable type

horse with which to breed oar Canadian mares.

This horse, descended frq^n Arabian hor

bred to T^nii'lish nalive mares, possess more sU

ina, compai'tness of conformation, more bone, i

strength in his limbs than the former. His v

conformation denotes less speed perhaps, but

great deal more staying power and real vigor.

This is the only horse which should rigt

be culled English and this terra should be syno

mons with all that is jierfcct in relation to he

il'sh. Judicious breeding of this horse, with

best of our C:ina.lian mares, would give us a c

of horse similar, and perhaps superior, in enc

ing qualities, to the famous " Morgan " brt

which is not likely to ever have any equal in

whole of the United S a«es.

THE FliENCH HORSE

Tlo Bnln;/vt'sc Brcul .-^This type is most

tainly the handsomest and most powerful rac

dranLrht horses. Their characteristics are : he:

above average, square head, heavy lower jaw.
^

short, the eyes ai)pear small as they are parti

liidden by long eye lashes, neck massive, man
coarse, breast very wide and muscular, the wit

are usually low ; the back is straight, and the 1

short ; the croup is rounded and double ;
tail

attached ; the limbs powerful
;
good feet, the

is usually gray or chesnut-roan.

This horse possesses a sanguine temperam

and is to be found in the Departments of the No
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the Straits of Dover, tho Somme, the Oiso, a

Seine Inferior. Those hroeds in the (lepartnient^

the Oise and Seine Superior an' less massive .'

make excellent horses.

^^. I
I

W^ ,'11

li

1

III

iiii

F»g. 35.—Tlie Bola.gnese Horse. Heavy Draught.

They mature early, which fact permits t

utilization the second year ; the fifth year they 1

reached their fall development aiul there ren:

nothing for them to gain either in size or stren

As a powerful motor, this is the type '* pa

cellence" among all the hreeds of draught ho

It is also a magnificent artillery horse. His co

gray or roan.
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TUE PEKCriERON

The Perchoron liorse U otic of the best in the
world, for medium draui^ht, and omnibu-^ work

;

^md i3 the best type known for li^^ht drnui^lit ; his

lead is long, with wide, and slio;htly busked cra-

binm ; the f rehead is Hlif^^htly convex ; the neck \a

Fig. 37.—The Perchcron Horse.

leavy and high, buc without excess ; the ears long
ml tine ; the eyes ([uick and exjiressivc ; the nos-
pls are wide and movable ; the li[»< are thick ; the
kouth large; the shoulder lon«( and obliijue ; the
lane fine and silky ; the chest is deep and raus-
ilar; the breast wide ; the haunches are promiii-
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cnt ; the croup is horizontal ;
the thigh musci

the tail well attached ; the canonn arc a little 1

hut the joints are strong ; and the feet excel

The coat of the percheron horne is gray, fre([U(

white. His character in gentle, ohedient, a
,

puller, and endowed with groat muscular strei

and stamina. His gaits are as rapid ae can 1

be expected from a draught-horse.

The light weight percheron is to be f

more especially in the Norman regions, in th(

trict of Mortague, the neighborhood of Courtc

and particularly in the parishes of Messuire, d

' THE NORMAN HORSE.

The origin of the Norman horse is not kr

I mean to say that nowhere can traces of a No

race of horses be found, nevertheless the '

axis' ^. Born spontaneously on the shores o

British Channel, it is worthy of remark tha

writers on the Norman horse, have always i

sented him as a degenerate animal. The No

horse, regardless of what may be said, pre

many defects and weaknesses ; the bead is too

the shoulders too round; the withers too n

and pinched ; the loins soft ; the haunches \

the hocks full and vacillating, frequently blenr

and working defectively; the chest is but

developed, allowing but little space to the

and lungs. Still, the fact must not be ovorh

that this breed has now been improved to m
extent as to be completely transformed, and i

this condition that it is found to-day in

parts of Europe.

The modem type of the Norman horse is

to posseBS a compact body, a rounded fori
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pliouldern showing a better obrKjuity than formerly.

Tlio (lispOHition of the Yimhs is more proportionate.

And, a.H the State har«, durinfj; the pant half century,

^ivi'ii numeroun inducei.Tents and encouragemontH
in every way towards tli». Improvement of breeds, 1

^:?.v'f«:

i

SSipJ •»^-.

Flo. 38.—Anoio^urfneii Horse.

am sure that to-day, we can find in Normandy, the
n ost improved types of horsoa, answering well to

tlic needs of the times.

The cros3ing of Normnn and English hunting
stock has given very Hatisfuctory results.
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THE LIMOSIN HORSE

Tl»e origin of tliis breed is traced to the sojou

of Arabian cavalry in Southern France. It h

been for a long time colebrated in virtue of t

qualiticB it inljcrited from its ancewtors.

The height of the Limosin horse is medium,!

head is fine, perliaps a little long, slightly buskc

his neck is gracefully curved, supple ; the with<

well defined ; the shoulder oblique ; his body c<

rectly formed ; the limbs perfect, and he is ai

footed.

This small horse possessed at one time a m(

astonishing vigor, accompanied by much rustic;

and a rare longevity. To-day this breed has deg(

erated, this condition of things having beenbroug

about by breeding to stallions of disproportion!

size and weight, and this with the end in view

increasing the size. This practice has proved fa

to the Limosin horse. We have committed 1

same error with regard to our Canadian bore

However, such as he is to-day, the Limosin ho

can still be considered as suitable and adapted

light cavalry service.

THE BRITANT HORSE

This breed of horses is to be found in i

Departments of the Morbihan, the northern cot

of Finisterre, and of Illes-et-Vilaine. It is one

the most valuable oreeds in France.

The Britany horse is of medium size ; he

square head,with a wide forehead and heavy chee

the eyes are large ; the neck short, massive, i

with an abundant mane ; the withers are low,

shoulder muscular ; the body thick set, the Ic
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aro muscular; tlio croup U double, the tail is busky,
tljc limbs vijToroUr^, tbo paHtorns aro short, fbe feet
sli-rhtly flattent'd ; the coat Ih trout gray or wine

No otbor region in France couM possibly pro-
hluce a better class o^' horses than thotse coming
from Britauy.

1 1.

Flu. 39. The Horse from Britany.

Different degrees of Fnglish bred horses, and
he Arabian horses aro utilized for the improve-
nent of this race. Whenever judicious breeding
s accompanied by intelligent care, more especially
n the centre of Britany, excellent saddle-horses of
^ledium size and of pleasing conformation make
their appearaueo.
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THE CANADIAN HORSE

i do not intend to give here the history of tl

Canadian horse, and this, for the very excellei

reason, that there exists no written history of th

race of horses. W nether the Canadian can tra

his origin to Britany or Normandy is of very litt

importance, from our point of view, and the pi

pose of this work. However, I wish to remai

casually, that I very strongly disbelieve the theori

advanced bv i.iany, that the Canadian horse is

descendant from Percheron ancestors.

With the gracious permission of its auth(

Mr.; Ernest Gagnon, I thought it opportune

insert here extracts of his very interesting stu(

bearing on this 8ubject,and publised in 1892, in t

Journal of Agriculture :

" The first horse to canter on Canadian sc

was landed in Quebec, June •25th, 1647. The Co

pagnie des HahitiWts had imported this animal af

gift for the Chevalier de Montmagny, the th

governor, and it proved a novel sight, for the s

tlement of Quel»ec, (whose newly laid streets w<

still unnamed), to see their worthy governor ridi

over the pathways like Gustav Nadaud's 6^

darmes.

" The hahilnnU of those early days were p
sessed cf the same high spirit as those of to-da

and justly considered that, to be a chevalier wi
out having a horse, was devoid of common ser

" M de Montmagny left Quebec ihe ensu

year. What became of his horse ? It is har

probable that he was made to re-cross the oce

Nevertheless, it is also about settled that this ho

was gone from Quebec, in 1650, as the Hur
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rse IS a

on sense.

which came to that locality that same yoar, for
the purpose of taking up their abode in th.' neii,rh-
borhood, seemed to have never seen any animal
of that kind when, fifteen vears later, the first
horses sent by the King of France, were landed
in that region.

*' The 16th July, 1665, twelve horse?" sent by
the King of France, were landed at Quebec. On
board the boat, carrying these animals, was also a
poor little devil, who afterwards had a most ad-
vantageous career as a filibusterer. This man's
name was •' Jean Doublet " and the memoirs that
he left behind him were published a few years
ago (in 1883). According to his diarr, the King
of France had sent twenty horses to Canada, but
as only twelve reached their destination, eight
must consequently have perished durinij- the voy-
age. These first horses—taken from the royal
stables—crossed the ocean with a brilliant com-
pany. Doublet expresses himself thus :

" "We found this ship extremely crowded by
18 mares and 2 stallions, from the King's stables,

J"<i the forage intended for their nourishment
filled the whole space. Between decks were lodg-
ed eighty maids of honor, who were to be marriell
on arrival at Quebec. In addition there was a crew
of seventy, the whole forming a suitable Noah's
Ark. The voyage was accomplished under auspi-
cious circumstances, and was of three months and
ten days duration.

" These animals multiplied with an astonish-
ing rapidity.

" In the year 1607, the " Mere de I'Incarna-
tion " wrote :

" His Majesty has sent out more
horses and has given us, as our share, two beauti-
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fal mares and one male, intended for the ploug

and cartage.
" These horses were quick, hardy, not to

heavy, and could easily go from the plough to tl

light vehicle, cross snow-drifts without sinking tc

deeply, face drifting snow, euccesstuUy, effect

meeting with another vehicle on a narrow wint(

road, and acxjomplish all this with much agility an

without any apparent exertion.

" In 1670, Louis the XIV caused still mo
horses to be sent to the colony. These were disti

buted amongst those noblemen of the country wl

had' most encouraged and pushed the clearing ai

cultivation of the soil. Two mares and one stallic

were given to M. de Chambly ; two mares to M. (

Lachesnaye ; one to M. de Sorel ; one to M. (

ContrecoBur ; one to M. de St. Ours ; one to M. <

Varennes ; one to M. LeBer ; one to M. de Latouch

one to M. de Repentigny ; one to the intenda

Talon ; in all thirteen animals.

" The King held in particular esteem the

who tilled the soil. In the patents of nobility grant

by this monarch to a certain number of colonis

who had been most zealous in the settlement of t

country, he gives as the motive for the bestow

i

of these exceptional favors, " the earnestness th

had shown for the cultivation of the soil."

" Relatively to the distribution of the hor

sent here in 1670, the Abbot Taillon writes :
" Th(

are the conditions at which the King made th(

gifts to individuals. They were to feed them (t

horses) for three years, and if, during that peri<

through any neglect of theirs, any of these anira

died, the person to whom the animal had b(

given, had to pay the sum of two hundred livres
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|ho King's receiver. On the other hand, after throe
p-ears, the animals and such increase as there might
)e, could be sold, providing a yearling for each
lorsc thus sold be handed in to the King's receiver,
|>r else the sum of one hundred livres.

" It was also stipulated that when the colts

,'hich were being fed and raised at the King's
Expense, had reached their third year, they were
]o be in tuni distributed to other individuals and
^n the same conditions. It will be readily seen
lat these stipulations were most advantageous to

Individuals, and to the country in general.

1 " Therefore, Colbert, who was so heartily
Iniioua to see the colony in a most nourishing
[ondition, wrote M. Talon, on the 12th February,
|671, as follows :

" I will see to it that mares and she-asses be
3nt to Canada, in order to have those animals, so
locessary to the colonists, multiply." Of all the
|(^mesticated animals sent to New France by the
k-ing, the multiplication of the horse was the most
ipid of any, notwithstanding the fact that the
[icrease of the others was also astonishing with the
cception of asses

" These useful animals have never been firmly
iplanted in Canada.

" It is very unfortunate.
"In his memoirs, M. do Gaspo speaks of a

irtain ass, ' a curious beast,' which he had in his
)uth and accompanied by a few comrade-^, gone to
lap Blanc to see. As the young wag that ho was,
fe liad, on that occasion, gravely asked the animal

:

Low do you feel of your sojourn in Quebec?' The
^s raised one ear and lowered the other. ' I quite
iderstand you.' retorted the witty child :

you, your
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raised ear means that ' Canada is a beautiful cou
and your lowered ear means * that being the

one of your specie you are terribly lonely.' ' Cc
yourself,' added the future author of Ai
Canadiens, 'soon you will be able to discovei

asses are more numerous than we think o
shores.'

" I do not quote ; I narrate from memorj
" The Swedish pcholar, Peter Kalm, who

a trip to Canada during the summer and i

1749, wrote the following on the 25th of Aug
the same year

:

1
" All the Canadian horses are strong, a

of good conformation, as large as our a
horses, and descendants from horses imported
France. The inhabitants have adopted the ci

of docking their tails, which is a downright cr

as they are thus deprived of their only raea

defence against the horse-flies, and gnats,

custom may, however, be due to the fact th

Canadians harness their horses tandem fas

and to prevent the leader from injuring the e

the shaft horse, when switching his tail, they

adopted the method of cutting the tails of all

hoi'ses.

" The Governor-General and a few of th<

prominent citizens (of the town of Quebec)
coaches, the remainder of the population ha
course to cabs. There is a general complair

the country people are now raising such a

number of horses that the harvest of forage

sufficient to winter them.
The 27th September, 1749, Kalm, writing

Montreal, says : A horse of medium height

worth fortv francs, and even more. A bei
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lorse is worth one hundred francs. The value of a
cow is fifty francs The actual price of a aheep
is five francs

; whereas Last year, when everything
was high-priced, the value *of a sheep was from
Bight to ten francs. A year old pig, weighing from
[50 to 200 pounds, can be purchased for fifteen
francs. ... A chicken is worth from ten to twelve
sous, a turkey-gobbler twenty sous. A busbel ot
kvhcat, which last year soUf for three francs, «an
^low be purchased for forty sous A bushel of
)ats occasionally reaches the value of from fifteen
to twenty sous. The market value ofpeas is al ways
the sanae as that of w^heat. Butter is ordinarily
ivorth eight to ten sous per pound. Eggs are gen-
erally to be had for three sous per dozen ; however,
^ey are actually worth five sous (end of September).
There s no cheese manufactured in Montreal. To
lave any it is necessary to obtain it from elsewhere.

"I was still very young when I heard, for the
irst tmie, the praise of the Canadian horses. In
^hose days there were no railways, no telegraphic
tommunications, but there were English officers
stationed in Sorel and Three Rivers,' and almost
Impassable roads everywhere.

'^ One of the officers of the Sorel garrison,—

a

baptain at least,—was telling, one day, that, having
pit Berthier one morning, in Jaruiary, to go to
^hree Rivers, he had been compelled to stop, on the
^^y, by a terrible storm, and had to leave his
Ihoroughbreds at Maskinonge, replacing them by
'^ marche-donc I '' (sic) Canadian horses, tbe onlV
prses said he, who could possibly follow the roads,
•^ such a storm and in such roads.

The Canadian farmer w^as formerly so provd of
^18 horse that, in order to exhibit his qualities, he

,,i|
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took chances to run over people. An ordina,

published by the- Intendant Michel Begon, s

dated February 29th, 1716, reads as follows :

" Owing to the reports which have been m
to us that, on the main roads and more especii

after church service, a part of the farmers race
horses harnessed to their sleighs, or those they
riding, and this at such increased speed that it oi

happens that, losing the control of their anira
they upset the vehicles that they happen to nr

in their way, and even the folks to whom they
not give the time to get to one side of the re

Fron this custom have resulted many griev
accidents, which, it being necessary to avoid,
strictly forbid all persons, either those who
driving sleighs or those who are riding their hor
to cause tlieir animals to trot or canter when leav
the vicinity of the church, and not before a dista
often acres from it has been reached; after wh
the may allow their horses to travel at whate
gaits they may wish, providing, however, that t\

is no one before them on the road, with eit

carts or drag sleighs; we further order t

whenever they find anyone on foot, on the r(

that they muet stop and even pull to one side

order to allow those on foot time to get out of
way, the whole, under penalty of twenty livrei?,

each infraction of this ordinance, these penaltie
be applicable in the parishes where such infrad
of the law has been made.

" A similar ordinance, for the City of Quel
was published on the 28th December, 1749, by
Intendant Francois Bigot.

Vanity, that vice common to all counti
was, without any doubt, the cause of the exces
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preference shown, by the farmers, to their horses,
It the expense of their cows, nevertheless as useful
md excellent. To-day, the Canadian farmer under-
Btan.le his own interests much L. tter and bestows
Ihe same careful attention upon all his animals,—
Kvhich does not mean, however, that vanity has
vanished from the earth.

'* A few figures to close :

In 1605 Canada possessed 12 horses
1079 " i^n u
lti88

It)02
ir,95

1698
1<06
1719
1720
1721
1734
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((
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it
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684
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6,270
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tl
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In these statistics no account is taken of Aca-
la where horses were sent from France as early

IS the year 1612.

General Murray's report, dated 1765, says that
phere were then in Canada 12,767 horses.

In 1784, there were 9,166 horses in the Quebec
istnct

; 3 155 in the Three Rivers district, and
I i,^Zb m the Montreal district— in all 30,146 horses.

In 1881 there were 225,000 horses in the Pro-
nnce of Quebec.

At the last census (1891) there were 344,290
Jiorsesofall agei in the Province of Quebec, and
,4/u,;)75 ni all the provinces forming the Canadian
confederation.

The uiiiformity of the Canudlau bred horses,
stmg m Kalm's time, that is, about the middle

fij
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of the eighteenth centurj, is no more. The im
tationa of foreign horses, various crossings, the
portation of a considerable amount of Cana(
horses to the United States, have altered
nature and decimated the primitive race ; so
to-day the ''marehc-donc. /" without alloy,consti
a small minority in the midst of the large nur
of horses of this section of the country. Fortune
minorities lead happy lives, and are surrouii

with all attention in the Province of Quebec
The old Cana<lian horse possessed a short

square head ; a very much developed lower j
the withers wore low and thick; the croup
powerful, wide and oblifpie ; the chest was
developed ; loins short atid strong ; logs \

very hairy ; the main and toil very heavy, 1

and bushy. Such was, hi a few words, our 1

Canadian horse, now vanished for over forty ye
To-day, it is but seldom that we meet with t;;

fK)ssessiiig a faint but suffici^ nt resemblance ^

the former Canadian horse, t/) make us realize t

a memory only, remains of the spirited little ani
who so willingly travelled his twenty leagues a (

and this over almost impracticable roads, (

mountains and through snow drifts, in which t

sank to the ears. Noble animals, who knew ho^
keep on the road, regardless of blinding storms,^
were so sure-footed, and whose sense of smell
never deceived. But since they had to disap]
as a result of numberless crossings, either with I

mans, percherons, clydes, thoroughbreds, or Ae
ican trotting horses.

Now we can ask on: selves if, in spite of
degeneracy of the former Canadian horse, we i

entertain the hope of regaining that which

^msgmm
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lave lost, if we can, in a word, regenerate our
Canadian horse. I believe, in my humble opinion,
hat we can; and here are my arguments : We
liave in our Province some magnificent mares, pos-
sessing all the qualities required to regonorate our
l)ree(l, if we know how to proceed judiciously.

What we have most need of, in our Province,
larc pure bred stallions, but we must guard againnt
Itho errors committed in the past, and which was
T.ho selection of stallions of disproportionate size,
this, with the intention of rapidly increasing the
*ize of our horses. Such a procedure was not prac-
tical, as such a result cannot be attained without
billowing sutHcient time, by a judicious selection of
Istallions, and only after throe, four, or even ten
Igonerations. Let us suppose, for instance, that vou
hvish to produce a horse of say thirteen hundVed
to fifteen hun ired pounds or even eighteen hundred
pounds, by breeding a Canadian mare of 900 to
1,000 lbs. to a Clyde stallion. You will not by these

Inieans attain the desired result. On the contrary,
liiftcr two or three cross-breedings, the results would
be most disastrous, through the desire of wishing
to hasten things, and you will only have succeeded
in producing an animal with an enormous head, a
Blender neck, a slim body, badly put together, lack-
ing stamina, and liardly worth atiything.

To regenerate our Canadian horse, which is ot
mal interest, this is the way that, in my humble
)piniou, we should proceed.

IMPROVEMENT OF OUR BREED
The Mare ;—As I have already stated above,

-e have in our province matchless 'types of mares,
ror breeding purposes. The first tiling that should

S
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be done, sliould be to make them undergo a
6iamination, by an official government veterin
Then the manner of proceeding should be ir

dical
;
for instance, if it be resolved, in a cour

a district, to raise lior.ses for a special marke
that of remounts for mounted intantry, we
guard against attempting to raise simultane
horses mtended for heavy artillery or draught
U8 keep in mind that whilst the horses raised ii

a county would be especially adopted for moi
infantry, they could also be utilized for ligh
pleasure driving, farm work, and hunting, etc
on the other hand, the intention was to pn
artillery and cavalry horses, then it would be
to confine our efforts to that type, which woul
answer for carriage or light draught, and
work, and also, let me add, be quite suitab
•addle work.

In regions where small horses are rais(
^hould never be attempted to breed the i

alternately to large and small stallions. This
of procedure is most vicious and destroys in a
time the judicious work of many years. Su
the case in breeding very large and very small
together. This practice should be studiously av(

As I have already said above, it is of tl

most miportance that mares intended for bre
be carefully examined.

. Such an examination
cessfully passed, would entitle them to registi
under the name of breeders, and to a bourn
production.

Mares brought before the veterinarian, fc
amination, would be considered as filling the i

sary conditions to be registered as breeders
found free of bony tumours, if they possessed
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;
no rlefeetf of conformation

; a racdium or
lall liepd

; a wide forehead
; prominent eves ; oars

lort, but not to excess ; the neck lonir, hut 4uit<^
foportionate to the remairi(ier of fho hodv. and
['ll attached to the breast and shoulders ; witliorn
irly hi^h

; the hij.^ wide; a long shoulder
; a ijood

iuy frame
;
good feet, and not too much "lav.

|:ht between the abdomen and the ground. The
ost preferred colors for the coata are the bay and
^esnut-Borrel.

Five year old mares, exhibiting all of those
kahties, would prove to he ideal subjects for
feeding purposes.

The StalUon: -First of all, the stallion should
masculine in his whole; he should bo kind,

)cdiout; should have sound luuirs. and be frco
)m all redhibitory vices, should have a perfect
[ntormation, and should be proportionate, as to
%e and weight, t^ the marcs to which it is in-
nded to breed him.

. ^\^^ fK.'qui9ition of suitable stallions is so
llhcult a problem to solve, by the majoritv of
|ople, that it IS always wise, when contemplating
Ich a purchase, to seek the advice of a vctorin-
lian. He only will be a competent judge as to the
^rrectoess of the horse's conformation.

rl ^*°^J of the exterior of the horse is a
3st difficult one. and I dare to say that it is only
ter having made a special study of it that one
fecomes a sufficiently competent judge to pass on
r ™^"*® of stallions intended for reproduction

Stallions intended for the remount depots,
Jould not be less than four years past, ard in the
r.^?^^/ imported stallions, they should not be
li=iz«vi for at least four months after arriving m
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the country. As to tbe number of maree thi
serve uach soason, it shouM never go 1

seventy, if «Iue regard is to be held of his
and the quantity of his progeny.

Tilt: RA CES

Both trotting and running raoes, hav
warm partiaaufi, and nunierouH determined ei

Neverthele88,raeingcontributoHlargelvt(
the enhancing of the value of horscR. Kvc
must admit that the turf lias been a powerfi
to England, in producing that wonderful bi
facing stock, of which that country is bo
proud, and of which all the other nations
envious. Xow, the racing tr.-ck is tlic best
of obtaining due appreciation of those horse
which a great display of energy and much s]

expected and obtained. These encounters.
and earnest trials, of the value of the horse
are subjected to them, are as a test-stone by
their qualities are gauged, in proportion
amount of alterations to the general conforn
brought on by these ordeals. They open ;

way to the just and correct appreciation of tlu
and good organization of Jiorses ; and enabh
correctly select those constituting the elite
those which must be excluded from the stud

Great speed in colts, is a sure indicatic
noble birth, and of the extent of their faculties,
but those who have shown good speed shoi
retained as stallions.

The successes obtained on the track ar
tive indications of a strong organization and
temperament

; they imply width ofchest, soli(
the limbs, and powerful muscles.
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Racing has done much towanU promoHnff in-

3re.st in, and love tor, hornos, an.l to Huntain a sharp
ivalry amon^^ thone en.-a-e.l in it. It hanheon the
mncipa n.otive f.,r the i..tr...luction of the Arahian
ilion.ughbrea, and to a -reat extent ior the verv
kreation ot the Knglish thorout,Mihred. ' "

I Horse racin- is held responsible as the cause
t many serious acci.lents. It is trii.. that horses
ire tre-iuently sure to /all on the tracks, and even
lo fracture their heads, or again to have rupture- of
Ihe heart and blood vessels, also t.. fracture a 'imb
^tc. It is quite true that horse racing deserves most
)t the reproaches directed against it. But, on the
the <) her hand, it can also prove most useful, and
bontribute largely towards securing gocd remount
Horses, and the improvement of our horses generally
nore especially so if the distances be increased and
Iso the weights carried, and finall - if only adult
tiorses were allowed to enter the co *sWe will draw attention to tl. t that run-
iing races are the best to determine ...e amount of
Energy and vigor of full blooded horses ; v/hereas
n the case of half bred horses, the trotting races are
|he best adapted for tlie same purpose.

YGiESE OF STALLIOXS DUIirXG TIMEOF SERVIXG
The leap should take place in the morning,

tter an exercise of some twenty or thirtv minutes
uration. Daily exercise is imi)oriouslv'necee8arv
luring the season. Tlie diet shouhr be hiffhly
futritive and be composed mostly of good oats andtood hay. The oats should be divided into four
Nual rations, of at lea^t two pounds each ; and not
ess than twelve pounds of hav should be ''^wed
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each day ; in addition to the above, mashei
posed of bran and crushed oats, should be gi

the evening, two or three times a week ; an occj

meal of green forage will be most beneficial to

keeping the bowelt in good condition.

The stallioft should be kept in a loose be

provided with an abundant litter. Great car
be exercised that the feet, especially the hi

kept scrupulously clean, as a long sojourn oi

litter is generally accompanied by thrush,
constitutes a serious defect and materially
qiates the value of the animal.

INFLUENCE OF THE STRE ^ND I>A.
THE PRODUCTS OF FECUNDATlO

HEEEDITY

Heredity is the power with which th
genitors are endowed and- which permits tl

transmit to their descendants, by means of
ation, the characteristics which they possess.

The influence of heredity is exercised c

conformation, the size, the inmost structui

qualities and defects, the diseases, etc., and ex(

a great influence on the individual constitutic

The types of external form are transi

from progenitors to products. Hereditary coi

ation may be general and roach on every p:

else partial, and limit itself to such or^uch re

In fact, we frequently see colts bearing st

resemblances to either their father or m
There are mares and stallions who transmii
characteristics *to their olfepring to such a d

that any person, who is at all versed in the n
hippology, can at the first glance, by exan
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the external conformation of horses, detect the
characteristics derived from their father or mother
Other progenitors transmit only one region to their
descendants, and their products resemble their
ancestors in this region only. The conformation of
the head is the most frequently transmitted from
ascendants to descendants. One of the most striking
instances of the influence found is the introduction
int^ Canada of thoroughlreds, whose square heads
and wide foreheads are to he frequently found
even ir 'he most out-of-the-Avay sectio.is of the
country. And it is a source of wonder, how, after
so niany cross breedings, this typo of head still
retains its distinctive characteristics.

The conformation of the croup is also readily
transmitted The same thing might be said of th^hock and _ot several other regions. The height also
IS transmitted by fathers and mothers by the way
of heredity. ' -^

The temperament and disposition of pro"-enit-
ors are also transmitted to their products by moans
of uerodity. The efPx-ts of education as well as thb
detects and qualities of character are transmisslbloby heredity. The kindness and obe<lieuce of tlie
parents are generally to be traced in their offsprino-n

Ihe Arabian horse, so kind, so affectionate, so
obedient transmits his qualities to all his desJen-
aants boy the same reason, restivenesa, wicked-

Sd'l'ry!'''
^^^^^^^'^- ^"^ bit^"g' «tc., are also

Certain diseases, certain blemishes are herodi-
tary.

_
Am(>ngst thorn are : Broken-wind, roarinrr

periodical ophthahttin, short-sightedness, cribbing
diseases of t^e bowels, the bladder, and of tSiyer,'

I

r

f.-.

1^-
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the bony tumors of the limbs such as ring-bones,
curbs, spavins, splints and constitutional contraction
of the feet.

In the manifestations of the phenomena of
heredity, the influence proceeds sometimes from the
father and sometimes from the mother ; but occa-
sionally further removed ancestors intervene.

Another fact worthy of remark is that in the
transmission of hereditary diseases, one generation
may be left unscathed.

What are the parts played by the father and
mother in the fa t of generation ?

Ifwe couple together two individuals of a same
specie, but of different breeds, we obtain a product
which holds his general conformation, such as the
head, limbs and his character from his father, where-
as, the size, height, and volume of body are inher-
ited from the mother.

The characteristics of the parents intervene in
the product and at times the influence of the sire

predominates, whereas in others, that of the dam
predominates. Finally in other cases the products
can hold from neither ancestors, or, from both
simultaneously.

The circumstances causing the predomination
of one sex over the other, are dependent upon the
relative energy of the organization, the age, the
condition of health, and of activity and exaltation
of the individuals, etc. For instance, if we couple
two individuals, one ofwhich is strong and vigorous,
and the other weak and extenuated by hard work,
or privations, the product always bears a closer re-
semblance to the former of the progenitors.

If one of the two factors is an adult, and the
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other either very old or very young, the descendant
generally inherits from the first factor^not only his

external conformation, but his very sex.

The conditions of tlio health of parents has a
strong influence on the offspring and this latter gen-
erally holds from the healthiest ancestor.

In coupling two individuals of a same breed,

but one of which is a thoroughbred and the other
a half-breed, the product generally resembles more
closely the full-blooded factor.

If two full-blooded individuals are coupled

together, theottspring will bear a closer resemblance

to the side whose ancestry dates further back, and
whose stamp is transmitted to the product. This

is the reason why the Arabian horse, which belongs

to the ])ure8t of all races, always bestows on his des-

cendants his character and conformation. Another
peculiarity frequently observed is the striking re-

semblance of male offspring to their mothers, where-

as the female offspring bear a closer resemblance to

their fathers. Another most interesting phenomena
belonging to heredity, is the influence exercised by
the first stallion to cover a mare, over the subse-

quent gestations.

All of the above enumerated rules are appli-

cable equally to wild and domesticated animals.

vnOICE OF PROGENITORS

That which we have just said on heredity as

well as the roles of the respective progenitors

should be sufficient to emphasize the importance of

a correct and judicious selection of the animals

intended for reproduction.
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CHOTCE OF THE STALLTON

Tho stjillion Bhouhi i)e the very ide.-il of perfec-
tion

; consequently, the greatest care must be exer-
<'ised ,n ln« scloction. He should possess three
ordorfi o conditions

: l>roportion and symmetry of

nX;'^'' ^^M""^^^
^^^'^""^^ ^^ -' ancient indnoble race; and be munt have repeatedly given

h^Ia.f.ll "''" "';^ '^''''^- ^^^^^' tn-«t condition
that a stalhon must be able to lill is that ho must
possess excellent hea th, and l)e absolutely free from

above
''"''^'^"''>' ''''''-'

.^^"^1 ^'^^^^^ enumerated

He must possess correct equilibrium, his sizeto 1)0 proportionate to that of the mare it is in-tended to couple him with, and this will a o ^a yeon ormab y to climate and diet. The introdmt
tion of laige and heavy stallions in mountainous
regions, where only smnll horses are to be Sundwould expose the breeder to disappointment, aTheuiU

1 key oh am, from such eross-breedincr onlywretched and iil-made products
* ^

the fiT>^h%';r^.r''l-'X^^^'T'^'"'''^P'"'^'^''^^^«"^
5s from

fir fw '
^^^f}^^\^

year. If horses are usedtor that puri308e whilst still too young, they arc

d ic '^^^^h'lS r^' •

''"""^^^^' -<i yield'onlfpro.auct with httle vigor or energy, and ofalvmDha-
tic disposition. However olfl ^t«r;^. \- *^ ^

,

viplfl n^-.^n ^
-"^Ywcvcr, oiu stallions frequent y^leid excellent products. -^

We should reject from amongst proo-onitors
,all those animals whose coat is very light" Ou ex'ecss of white about the head is not to be recom-mended, as these white patches have a tendencyToincrease from ascendants to descendants

^

are theTe«t ^'^'^'^'^f
Banguineous temperamentare the best. Those of nervous temperament are
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ire too*8oft '

^""^ ^^""'^ ""^ lymphatic temperament

fhin
'^

T»,^"'?u- '^""V^*^ }^?
""^'^^^^ ^00 fat nor toomm. ihe stallion should possess a solidly built

wp'lT/fi^""^
'
wide joints

;
the bony prominences

w!l^^ fi"'^
'• ^ ^,^",d«^eloped muscular system,

well defined m relief under the skin, firm to thetouch and terminated by strong and well defined
tenaons.

Never use, for breeding purposes, vicious, wild,
untameable horses

; whereas, frugality, rusticity
resistance to fatigue, are qualitiel to^be eagerh?
sought for in,and should be possessed by all the
horses intended for the breedini^ farm

So much for the general conformation
; let usnow study the details :

» ^
ub

The head should be light and as much as
possible resemble the type presented as the correct
one. (See figure 18).

The conformation of the neck should be in
relation to the kind of work the horse is intended
for. A swan like neck is best adapted to manege
horses

;
a straight neck to race horses and a curv-

ed neck for the horses intended for the army
The chest should be ample in all its diameters

;the withers should have a good elevation and ex-tend wel backwards
; the back and loins to be

short wi le straight and well attached
; the croup

sbould ue long, muscular and endowed with anample scope of movement
; the forearm to be lon^and muscular

; the knee wide ; the canon sbortithe tendons strong and well defined
; the pastern

short and wide laterally and free from rinAone :
the foot should be of good proportion, and f?ee from
diseases or de^dctive conformation

; the hoof to he

I
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neither too soft nor too brittle ; the log well brought
down and above all muscular ; the hock should
possess not only strength and solidity, but also be
absolutely free from all bony tumours such as

spavins, curbs, etc, diseases which 1 have already
described in my "Manual of Veterinary Medicine.''

In selecting progenitors, great account must hv
taken of their pedigrees. Tlie more ancient and
pure the breed of a horse, the more likely he is U>

transmit, to his descendants, his qualities or defects ;

and consccjuently the greater the prospect of obtain-

ing offsprings resembling him.

A symmetrical conformaticm and a noble birth,

are not suIFicient to determine the selectio!i of .1

stallion. In addition to these qualilications he must
have given proof of a stamina and speed.

The Arabs prize their horses in proportion t"

the services rendered ; and the manner in whicli

fatiguing journeys, during their long and difficult

expeditions, are supported ; also from tlieir docility

and degree of education.

These people have succeeded in creating their

valuable breed ot thoroughbreds, by employing foi

breeding purposes, only horses of good extraction

and who exhibited the necessary requirements to

fill the prescribed conditions.

SELECTION OF TUE MARES

All that has been said, while speaking of stal-

lions, relative to diseases, qualities, size and weight,
disposition, equilibrium proportions of the bony
and muscular systems, the coats, the conditions oi

health, is also applicable to the mares, consequently
there remains only to treat ot the characteristicri

peculiar to these latter.
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A light neck, withere slightly low, loins a

tnflo too long if well attached, are not to be regard-
ed as sufficiently eorious defects, to cause the mares,
on which they are observed, to be rejected as
breeders.

The rear part must o^er a greater development
and more elevation than on the stallion ; the croup
must give all the indications of an ample pelvis, to
allow the foetus ample room for development and
comfort. When the mare's pelvis is narrow and
short the fcetus is crowded, and its growth is
irregular

; in such cases, the hard portions only are
normally developed, whereas the soft portions and
natural cavities, being unable to overcome the
pression caused by the mare's viscera linger and
remain narrow.

A bre ler, whose croup is narrow, suffers more
during the ariod of gestation than the mare whose
pelvis is spacious

; for the ftBtus, working forward,
impedes the play of the lungs and the normal
movements of the heart. In addition to this the
parturition is always more laborious.

The lower portion of the mare's limbs never
present the same development as on the stallion, it
being characteristic of the mares that the lower
portions of their limbs and feet are slender and
smaller than is the case with the males.

In order to be a good mother, during the
gestation as well as during the period of suckling,
the mare must be endowed with excellent digestive
organs. A mare whoee digestion is impaired,
furnishes but a small quantity of blood to the foetus
and a srnall quantity of milk to the new-born.

As is the case wit^ stallions, absolute perfection
of the genital organs i& to be required on the mares,

MiH
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it is well to ^uard against nymphomania, as the
animals suffering from this disorder are generally
always barren.

DIVERS MODES OF REPRODUCTION
Pairing .-—This is the coupling of a male and

a female of the same breed, but selected in such a
way that the defects of one are corrected by the
qualities of the other. This pairing must, however,
be carried out out according to certain laid down
rules, of which these are the principal.

There must be, as much as possible, uniformity
of height and weight, and the same amplitude of
form on both progenitors. In effect, if a small
mare is coupled with a much larger stallion, the
consequences will be that the fa'tus will have an
abnormal and defective devolment, the bones and
limbs will develop and increase in volume at the
expense of the soft portions of the system and of
the natural cavities. On the other hand, where
the mare is lager than the slallion, the fujtus has
an ample space to develop in, but also remains
undersized. Consequently it is of the utmost im-
portance that the size and weight of the father and
mother, be about equal.

When it is desired to increase the size of a
breed, it is better to have recourse to the mode of
nurture than to the progenitors. Indeed the ali-

ments only give increased size and stamina to
animals. These it would be vain to expect from
progenitors. Furthermore, these results can be
attained only gradually, with occasional halts, as
the volume of horses cannot, in certain localities,
develop beyond a certain volume. The tendency is

to the establishment of a relation with the climate
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and the fertility of the soil, and this because the
evolution of the organs is depondent, more cppeei-
ally, on the nutritive principles which furnish them
their nourishment.

Whenever the same defect is ohscrved on two
animals, they should never be coupled together.

It is by the cou[)ling of opposite defects that
existing defects are corrected; for instance, a too
long loin is corrected by one too short ; a very
large and heavy head by a small and light one, etc.

It may be kept in mind that nature does not
accomplish its work by bounds. The desired re-
sults can be attained only progressively an<l slowly.

It is also to be recommended that horses of
about the same age be coupled together. For in-
stance, an old stallion should not be coupled with a
young mare or vice versa.

CROSS BBEKDTXO
Crms-breeding is the coupling of a male and a

female of a same specie, but of difFerents breeds,
with a view to the creation of a new breed posses-
sing the qualities and conformation of the superior
breed. We call crosses! breeds the breed it is in-
tended to improve, and crossing' heed, the breed
utilized to effect the desired improvement.

Cross-breeding is a mode of reproduction fre-
quently employed to effect the improvement of
breeds and whose results are generally more 3f>eedily
apparent than is the case with ordinary pairing. By
this mode of breeding the qualities of horses are
enhanced and new ones are added.

By continuing this cross-breeding during a
varying number of generations, the essential char-
acteristics of the cross breed can be altered to such
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belouging to the improvin/breeu orU t' Tthem only with common C^Tseieti^ takt
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"^^^"''-
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Hng of father and daughter, mother and son, brotherand sister

; In-breeding is a mode of reproductionfrom which the English breeders have^obtained
in certam cases, most advantageous results. iWthis means have been created splendid breeds of
cattle and of sheep, which are no'w the admfra ionofthe whole of Europe. It is by means of this modeof reproduction that Backwell ha^ succeeded increating the English breed of black horses, a breedmost remarkable by the great development of itsbony frame and muscular system.

However, if this mode of reproduction, judi-ciously employed, may give excellent results, anIll-timed use or an abuse of it is generally followedby disastrous con^quences. It is the shortest andmo t direct road to the obtainment of exaggerationof defects the loss of qualities, and rapid dene°mcy of the breed. Consequently it m^ust be^em-ployed with much caution and circumspection.

PiLit TODS OF UEA T
We call heat the temporary and periodical

manifestations of sexual desifos ob'^erved Kses!
1 he duration of these periods varies with indi-

viduals On some they last 24, 3G, 48 hours, onothers from eight to fifteen days ; they then diW

r.i;.

'^^^
'^J'"^ ^"^^ '' ^^^ ™^8* suitable for cou-pling

;
say from the first of March to the beginning

of September. The number of davs that should
e apse from parturition to the first^leap should befrom seven to nine.
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GESTATION, ritEGNANCT

which^tLT"
^''^''^'^". *^" P^^^^^ ^f" tin^e duringwhich the impregnated germ remains in the womb

.

The amount of food, allowed a mare is to bpincreased as soon as she becomes ^'natt^-amount of work required of her is to be s^^^h^vdiminished, avoid all sudd^ shocks the amouf.t of

ttlZVl b%'^
"^^"^"^ incr^k^ed,^^ or'J

required
' P^turition no work should be

water'at'oTjl/rnrw^
^^'^"^ ^^'^' ^"^^^"^« ^^ ^'^^^waier at one draught, more especially in thp momiMg on an empty stomach

^ '^^''''

The duration of the period of testation is nnfthe same in all cases. The average fengthls oi 3a5

Dung ot 419 days (i3 months and 29 days) andthe minimum of 2.7 days (J months and 17 Lysfrhe mare, whose parturition is close at handshould be quartered alone, with an abundant litterin a large stable containing absolutX no o^wT^aganist which she may injure herself ^ ^^•''''^

Her diet should be in relation to her conditionand state of health. If the animal is weake'^ed andthe season is bad, then the diet should L tonic U
:Ldlirhtl7h t ^r^^ ''• ^^ ^^^' -dit^ and'

A short time after birth, the normally bornand well conformed colt, rises and direcSh Jtottoi'ing Bteps towards his mother's udder Itt adv'
ateipHr? '^ '^^P

^"t
^^'^^ him in Us fi"tattempt. It is necessary that the colt should get

m

i>

Bftt
S.tf
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the ftcal matter they/olitSr '" *''" '"'«^'"'««

be alltwe'd uT/mothor ?,''"•' ""
l'""-"^

^'"^ should
dry her oft pri.r th"; ih""^ "'Vf','

'" ''°"'"« «"<1

down and /venll thS mL,,.^'"'"'''
''" '^'^" '"bbed

f»t„fbetTit'ha',':tfai7f:;r '^^P-'^-" "^ the

tl-e cold, tlio rain, lugh .WndsVr ''™? '^""'"^ ^

of nurture, u-,l,oLlt'/ smu'
"'

i F' '"Pei-abimdance

i"digestion,,cold1r^nfefr;h
Z'i,^^^of purgatives, and of bleedi, '^i I f,

"'J"<J'«<»»' "se
produce abortion.

"-""'"«• '*" ">08e causes may

with^^iJk.""'
'' ""^ "'=' °f "°""*"'g an animal

««..™/rhin' «;f"":
'^^ '"y «"" «'« nursing is

milk from it mo l.e^^^'L^iC'T,"''"'^
"'''<'''*«

tion of this period Busu.Mr-
^''^

"''r^S" '^'"•''-

its continuance both th^Tif "?."">'"•«; during
receive especi:' attest Jf.^;;'* "ji"t" f"?''
da 8 follow ng birth the ^Aif 1?

'

.i,.
*'"' '"'•''^e

the stable
; as it s duriL 1. 'I'""'''. ''f

"o^fiued to
mo.t liable to „ '.3,7^1 §; f '"'"'"' *at he is

makes their apperrare etT '
"' """* ''^™'''«

and 's'a^'lnleca::!' tmtr'"' '^"^ -'-
draught of frl 45 U^tt^^^^^flTiZ. tjr
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30 grammes of soda sulphate shnnl/7 k« i • .

commended a warm Z,Tr^ZX^Z"X:'Z

well d?g°esti* U ±"1;?''
'n'J

""<'''' <""'' "^^ "»*

day; at three mon^h, nf o^^ ^'™ """ P™"d Por
<Iay.' Then i„"rel^e gldS,fv":hr",f""""'^^
basis of one DoundTdfV^?,^ ^ ™'"'" "" "^e

of six poundH da^l'^SeT" TT,"""' * ^''*''"'

oats must be fed in^such a wa th^t ""r"*
"^

meals are made out of t each dav aT'™' ™?"
colt is suffieiently stronL tn V^7'

^°°" "' *«

.bs^ute^eaom and^rlir''?ifrr^-^,f„^^^

during the'period rf^lvr '"''"S""" "' ">« ^olt

taught to stand tn hi '""^"IS- He should first be
hi« eyes noS 3 anns'T? '' ""'' brushed, to ha.o
and cleaned his fc t 'shou,fT' "'"f'^ V^o^
blows struck on the soles

™'""^ '""' %ht

.*•
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About the fourth month it is well to put on a
hght leather halter, and the colt should be tied to
the manger whilst eating his ration of oats, some
one reraaming near him all this time to prevent his
pulling-back. He should also be blanketed, etc.

Two months before weaning, the colt should
be taught to lead. Should he try to escape, it is
unwise to oppose force to his efforts, but rather to
take him kindly and to patiently endeavor to teach
him what is wanted. As soon as he yields obe-
dience he should be recompensed by giving him
something to eat, that which he may be most fond
of, such as sugar, apples, etc., etc.

The ^rst condition necessary for the successful
education of a colt is patient and gentle handling.
By these means, tlie colt is soon made to under-
stand what is wanted of him. Once he has under-
stood he obeys without any difficulty and his pro-
gress 18 rapid. If at the beginning the colt is
handled roughly, he soon loses his head, and his
education is delayed in proportion.

UTGIENE OF THE MABE AFTER
PARTURITION

The newly foaled mare requires to be kept in
the stable for at least twelve days, in order to com-
pletely recover from the fatigues of parturition.
After that she may resume work or return to
pasture. The diet of nursing mares should be
composed of those articles of food most adapted to
increase the quantity and quality of milk. A meal
of green forage, or of carrots, or again, a good
mash, in addition to the ordinary ration of dried
foqd, will be found most suitable. As to the
quantity of each ration, it, of course, varies with
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the size and condition of the raare, and is also
influenced by the immediate surrounding circum-
stances.

ARTTFTCIAL XUItSTNG AND ADOPTIVE
SUCKLING

Whenever a colt has lost its mother or that
this latter does not furnish a suflicient amount of
milk, It is necessary to find an adoptive mother, or
resort to artificial nursing.

The greater draw-back to adoptive suckling is
to accustom the mare to be .suckled by a strange
colt. Once this objection is overcome, the suckling
goes on as in ord-.iary circumstances.

When it is impossible to find an adoptive
mother, then the colt must be taught to drink milk
in a vessel. To accustom him to this mode of feed-
ing, it is well to begin with the use of a b( :tle
loosely stopped with a piece of rag. From this the
colt is insensibly brought to take his food from a
vessel with a wide opening. Should the young
animal persist in refusing to take food by the above
mdicated methods, then he must be compelled to
drink milk poured into his mouth with a bottle.

Of course, mare's milk is the most suitable for
the nourishment of colts ; but as it is at times
extremelv difficult to secure any, it can t)'-n be
replaced by cow's milk. When the latter proves
msufficient to the colt's requirements, then wheat or
barley flour may bo added to it, or a decoction of
four parts of wheat or barley flour, to one part of
linseed meal, may be used with benefit. Artificial
nursing is far from possessing the advantages of
natural suckling. Colts raised artificially never

•I
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WEANING

Th\.^^
«ix months of age the colt may be weanp.l

IthToubfe 'f:r^-;^'i."^^^^^^ -peSfg
, * " irouDie, trom either the maro or onlf ;p ^

HEARING

have them wermSeS C ^ Te^'"'"™. ""^

'nfwell bredl^el' ""'iTP""«/^°™ "«" f"™^^
with the most rvorfhi r

*"* •"'^"^'^ "' ''i" birth

feeding does not 1^' "^
ult, / •

"*"" ""^ """^
-1. .. .ne to nature b aisiatttnoe and
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prevent him from losing his natural endowments.
Un the other hand, a colt springin- from very or-
dinary parents, himself very ordinarv at hirth, may
develop into a very good horse if properly reared.

BRINGING UP, FROM SIX MONTHS TO ONE
TEAR

After weaning them, the coltn should be placed
in pairs in the same stable or enclosure.

At this epoch of their lives it is wise to separ-
ate the sexes. The diet of recently weaned colts
sliould be varied abun.lant, an.l of good quality,
llie Liiglish breeders all„w colts from six to twelve
months of age, as much as 1,; poun.ls of oats per
<lay. We wilhngly a<lmit that this seems a very
large ration, but we also think that a colt durin.^
his hrst year, can, without any inconvenience corf-
surae per day four meals ©f oats, each of one and a
half to two pounds. To the ra .ns of oats, hay
and straw slwuld be added green forages or carrots.
Al tood stuffs should be given in small quantities
and often.

The feet should be closely watched, as they
are apt to grow unevenly. In such cases it is neces-
sary to have them trimmed and paired by ^ome
competent men, as it is well established that many
colts are lamed by ring-bones, themselves the con-
sequence of allowing the hoofs to grow to an exa?-
gerated length. °

BRINGING UP, FROM ONE TO TWO YEARS
The routine to be followed during the second

year differs but very little from that whiVh hn« ^^f
been described, but let it not be forgotten, however'

(KJ;
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that coltfnat colts cannot be fo<] n.iK. .>.. u
etc., but that thoy mus I o

7'™"^^
ration of oats.

^ ''" '''''"'""' <"' "de-iuate

BJu^oiyo VP. rn<mT„o to rnn.B

«l.ouH ;ake*pla!.;'''«^;,'T',™"r»''";'
"f "'0 males

but rati, .r pr MO k,; atfM k'''
""* ^"^ '"""'•'"ous

•luircl all the r , onSh 1"
d
;'? ^-T ','"' ^'^^ ••"

arc not sufficientlv «fm / ">'
'
"'« "'"Scles

solid to permit ^0
"-

i"7
""'•l."""^ s.UHcicntly

ious tasks
""""*' "> l*'-''"-"i very labor-

/»«/A-eM<; vr. "noH^Tnnr.K to foch

abour,b;::L"al Isr't^ire";',"''";-
^'''"-'J «-

.iict e..ou,<l be siJ^rV;: ^fe' ^itluf
^•^^"- '^'>«

broeder's^'attttro;:-^' t1 e
'"['

^'"['L
""""^ ,""«



APPENDIX

EycOURAGKytEXT OIVEX TO THE IfOIlSt'.
BREEDING INDUSTUT

.fof ^^.^^.^fu^
"'^. ™"^^ Pleanure to be enabled to

8tate, that there is a noticeable movement takiiur
place, amongst the farming class, towards adoptinf.
adequate means to effect a radical improvement inour Canadian horses. The purch^ise, in America,
of large numbers of remounts for the English army
has convinced our farmers that the breedincr ofgood horses would prove a remunerative industry •

and, as Lord Strathcona, Eigh Commissioner in

if .n'n,
»<^ JQ«tly remarked in his report datedMay, 1901 -. "There is no country in the world as

favored as is Canada with relation to the successful
conduct of the breeding of horses, and more especi-
ally so in the Province of Quebec." But it must not
be forgotten that, unless adequate means are adopt-
ed whereby the external conformation of our horses
18 improved, their bony structures altered, and more
particularly unless we reject as breeding stock allmares unsound from spavins or other hereditary
diseases, that we will never succeed in producing
good horses, for it is not the quantity of horslwhich 18 lacking, but the quality.

If

lir
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The^e ofltnl)liHl,mont8 include the hants, stallion

'I:ii!::i2!z:^^^^^^^^^^^

through the ngency ot races, prizes, a.nl Uanlies.

UAHAS

• o thoTr off?
^"^'' ^''' rcproaucing pnrpo.es. und

In these eHtahlishnientB, when the horsen arecontMiua ly nn<ler the aupervision of T.ieM,Z harasare cal e<l Jom^.U,.
; when without anv superi teTdeTice they are called wild or .s.,,./-wi!;{.

^''""^''"

ir?7./ i/«n/5; -These are estahli.shmonts inwhich the Btullion. the mare., and the col \a e

fo^l .'"^"'^"^^"f«'^"><l without cither receivingtood c- attention from their owners. The most^xtensivc mid haras '.,v^ to be found in AmeHcaNone now exist in Kuropo, with the excSn'
'

T^he wi?y^h"^^^ ""r^^^^^ Xorthern'at^::^'
Ihe w Id horses are frugal, hardy, and sunnortvyith ease the great.-st fatigues and hard h pT- o"

1 ffic^lt"^to'r"'\^'^^;
are%Ve<,uonrly intrShr

<litticult to break and train, a id often are of nVICIOUS disposition and treache'rous cha^ete Thesemost annoying characteristics would be avoided bva judicious pairing and selecting of prog^nUors
'

the tT Y'^
Haras :-ln these establishmentsthe hors(^ live in complete liberty only a certa nportion of each year. All the males whfch are nTt
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proper for roi)ro(]uoti<)n aro set asirlc. Thi.s con-
course ol circumstaiKM's rosiilts in the fact that tliu
horsen produced iu thin clas. „f e.<tal)Ii.sl,niuntH are
vastly superior to tho.se furuinhod by tlie wibl
hams.

^
These horsey also are dimcult to hreak atid

train, being usually skittish and timid ; but onto
traim-d and aeelimitized they are most remarkable
by their frugality, resistance to fatigue, and liardi-

Dnmestir haras :—In these establishments the
horses are continually under the supervision of men
not only at the stable but also whilst at pasture.'
Ihe stalhons are kej.t and fed in stables. Durin.r
hne weather the mares and colts spend a portion ol"
each day in the pasture.

This class of breeding establisliments are much
superior to the preceding, an<l, with many nations
It would be utterly impossible to have any other,
considering the actual demands of agriculture and
the division of the land.

The purpose of these haras is the production
ot horses suitable for all classes of work • also to
engage in the imi)rovement of breeds

; or to solve
certain complex problems relating to rei)ro<lnction.

There are several private haras here which are
proving most beneficial to the agricultural classes.

DEPOTS OF STALLIOyS

These are establishments in wliich stallions are
kept hy the state, for the i)urpose of breeding to
mares belonging to private individuals. The pur-
pose ot these depots is to furnish choice stallions to

i
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to the fjomp'on Gover„meL'"f " <»^P»t """^hed
furnish suitable stallion.

,°'"'
v*^™' ^h^h couW

Sh^a-^7.3r~-"--^^^^^^

eouniil: "hSV/S"'"-.';!'^'''''''' ^- -Jiff-ent

be based upon a thomul'T* F.'""*
'=«"«''» ^"J

the class ofmares bma]!oof?r'l^^"' -°' ""'^ "f
of the soil, the asri^uhnZt °'""^'''' *« ""'""-e

the methods ofKI7 LXTr/dte'^K"'lifihed customs of the breeders nftL ^^ ""*''
trict. It must be kcntin^^ ^ .1,

'^..*'°""''-»' "^ <^'»

selected stallion a,n^mnmv.'l"'u' '^ * i«diciously

district, an unsuiTab oTXnt '"arb?'" "k"""^disastrous consequences and Mnf tm?,bf
*'"'"]

degeneraevin the hor^M «f. 1, .^ trouble and
Hots should not be keTin^h/'""" ,'^""'J'- Stal-

than three or four co^c'", ,\^ r.^ "S f.^^IS wise to make a change iu or,W ?>' j '^*'' "
effects of consanguinitv I> ;! . ,

"™"' *" »'-

the organization of suoi, if ti-T'^'' *" add that

conducted b "high „ eoLett "'"°'"''. ^'"""-i "^^

direct BupervlioSthe7ot?,Lnrt;"' ""'"^ '"^^

^PPaorRD STALHOys

are dT^el' TX'^f'^^ '•'T -"-"'b which

anuL%ount';, iMcKirfeS^td StToV"
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AUTHORIZED STALLIONS
The authorized stnllions arc those wliicli tlie

departemental veterinarian has examined and found
iit for reproduction. The very fact that tliese

nwl^^-^ ^'^'^ '^^^^'^^^ ^y the authorities
places them in great demand amon<r.t breeders
consequently, the inspecting veterinarian can neve;

^1n^.wl'^^'' ^^'^^^*^' ^'^^ "^'^^t ahvayB bear inmind that the introduction of an undesirable Htal-
Iion, m a province, may load to the most re-rot.
table consequences, ®

STROLLING STALLlOXS

in Ju''^\^''^
'*^"'^"' ^^^^^^ t^^^^l ^>^m village

to village to cover mares; this method cannot be

IrZ'T^t'if' ^'u^^'^'^
**"^°^"^^ ^'^ frequently eov^ered with blemishes which are trar.smitted to theirproducts It would be in the interest of the mpovem^nt of onr horses that this cla^ of pro-^^-

nitors be strictly prohibited. ^ °

EXCOVRtOEMENTS CONFERRED ON TJllHORSE-BREEDING INDUSTR Y

P.^ — }^^^ ^"^^^ pleasure in st.ating that the

fd^r^^^T"^"^""' '' ^^^•«"«^3' considerin,. theadoption of adequate means to help tlie farmers to

fXTrnZ 'r'r'^^""^^ We'reproduci h re?from amongst others, a self explanatory circula^
letter published February Ist, 1901

Sir

:

Drpartmbnt of Agriculture,

Quebec, February 1st, 1901.

I take the liberty of inviting your esnecial
attention to a resolution passed b/the CoZil of

I

•-*
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Agriculture, tending to facilitate to the Agricultural
Associa ions the means of effecting the improvement of the different breeds of animals in tZ Pro-
Yiuce, and which has been adopted by the Council
at Its sittings of the 2;Jrd and 24th of January last

h^vJ\t ^"ly^' *T^^
Agricultural Associations willhave the right, whenever they may deem it prefer-able not to hold any exhibition, to appropriate theGovernment grant to either the' purcLeTr^pro-

boSr?'"'^^'' ^' *^ ^^f P^y^^"* of conservation
bounties to proprietors of such animals, and, in such

authorUv o'f"' -'T ''- ^"^\ Associations have the

amm?nt ^fl '^'"^^^'"'PS, the members to the full

n^.T. •
1
/'".mJ^^'^^'P^^^"' ^y *^^ i««"e of seeds

rions^lwV'''K^'Tf- V''
Agricultural Associa-

tions will thus be allowed all possible latitude forthe recruiting of subscribers.
"The Council of Agriculture in thus widening

ffnn!^^''^'^
^"^'^•" ^^ ^"^ Agricultural Associa?

tions has done so in response to the wishes so fre-
quently expressed and to the urgent needs that thewhole agricultural class was unanimous in wishing
to see fully satisfied.

vvi»uiug

^
"The great importance of the movement ofanimal races, is admitted by all, and if there still

exists conflicting opinions as to the most propermeans to be employed to accomplish it, there is no

b'eTolver'"''''^
^« to the merits of the problem to

T. *v,"
'^^J.^^^eding of horses, in particular, should

be the subject of much attention on the part of
Agricultural Associations. England has lately made
large purchases of horses, but, unfortunately, whilstwe were enabled to sell to it large cargos of hay
meats, and boxed fruits, we were unable to furnish
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beyond a very lirnited number, horses filling the re-
quired conditions. We have barely furnished three
per cent, of the horses purchased, and this notwith-
standing the fact that Canada is recognized as a
country very well adapted to the breeding of horses.

" We have thus lost an excellent opportunity
of realizing largo profits, and this, not because we
had not horses, but because the horses we had were
not deemed adapted and fit for the service for which
they were intended,

" Consequently there is in the breeding of
horses, suitable as army remounts, as also for gene-
ral commerce, prospects of handsome revenue for
the agricultural classes.

" If I have deemed it my d ity to thus espe-
cially invite your attention to this decision of the
Council of Agriculture, it is because I am fully
convinced that it can, judiciously employed, render
most important services to farmers, and, that your-
selves will see your way clear to joining your efforts
to those of your fellow citizens, who are interested
in the welfare and progress of agriculture, which is
the very basis of our national future.

*" The new council regulations relative to con-
servation bounties and the purchase of progenitors
will be forwarded to you shortly."

I have the honour to be,

Your devoted servant,

F.-G. MiviLLE Dechene,
Commissioner of Agricufture.

As can be readily seen by this letter, the
Department of Agriculture of th« Province of
Quebec is very favorably disposed towards the
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"« -™y .v>„o„n.« or for he 1 i:"i
'''"*^ '"^^ed

,

Jt 19 not withoul: rllffl , I? *^?' commerce;-

iilloH-ed as coiiscrv>fm,f 1
™""f'e8 could he-t

'^^ .o„o„,:;;^;:;:;;,t'f'™ ^^ '^^ '^ ™b!

»cK%-,nt4™ofthe''',',rivS''''"'' Association takes

^t tlK.ou,Lbrea
stallion ap-

l"^^
a half bml.' '^^^^"^ $250 to $350

J^or a draught ...'.;; - " -00 to 300

However in H " ^ ^^ ^50

For a fhoroufrl.K..,! ...,.„.

Th
•!-bro?SL»fl;-"tios, for stall§250.00 which
<-'«nt encourageriio

300 " 400

jona, would
nt.

«"ni i8, I believe, a suffi

""''^^^^^i^so^^BME^nr^^
MAItES

as
follo>v!T

""'^^"-"'^n bounties could be divided

o'-s,^;;p,t:i:e."'' ""-• -'f" pedigree, Ut
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woulfs^e^L^^^^^^^^^ pedigree, but who
rated as let chea..,^ ^"^ examination and be

For any oth<ir T^QrlV^'*"-* ^"^^ to $100
amination, from

^^''^"^ ^ eatisfactorj ex-

For draught'mrresriVom: |J^ J« f
JOO

The average of h >nnt.^. Z.
*"^ *^ ^^00

be of ^ t> unties on mares would thus

$100

Improvement of Breeds * ^^f^tive to the

the year 1902. These re^nl„7-^"'''*"'"/,''^»P*«<' «>r

they wilY tend to brin. ^b'ott th!^ I^
""""""^'^ *"*

year L'o^ »„r
«-nt^;^;er ^t? fe't

Z"
'1

ations Lve the privneietf t^"™. '"»' ^B^oci-
own districts, the breedt of «/,^r

*'"'«•, ^"^ *eir
receive the bounties alo rt„ ."T ^"^ '»'"». to
of animals, the bJeed '

nf '"f-T °^ *« "l"'"

encouraged by the Swl*^„? **"* ^^""^^ ^
Depart4nt CrtefZV/jT' '' fT' ^he
carrying out of these schemes

*''"*™' "'^ ^^^

™^-o^tratfetrrtr -^^-'-
impose, ly-o bounty can be tJJ.A^Al ""^ ^^ *^
gonator unless it /aaTee^ pTvi^^^lS
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and approved of by a Veterinarian selected by the
Depart ment. "^

Bounties are also granted for the best mareg,
with the condition that the farmers who own them
keep them for reproducing purposes for a year or

The methods of the Irish Department of Agri-
culture are differing widely fr.m that adopted by
the Province of Quebec. Which are the best? Ifwe take into consideration the very injudicious
manner m which some of the Agricultural Associ-
ation spend the appropiations granted them, we are
Jed to believe that the methods in vogue in Ireland
are vastly superior to ours.

The Council of Agriculture of Quebec ha^ the
anihority to rule how one-half of the appropiations
should be spent, and should insist more upon
aFficrting its rights. Its action is much more free
than are the Agricultural Associations from the
influence of clans,

* d\^^ Ireland, the Associations could decide as
to which breeds are best adapted to their respective
di-etncts, but the Department should retain the
privilege ot determining the values of bounties to
be granted, and control their payment. The Agri-
cultural class would gain by this arrangement.

t
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